Jet Noise Report: Annual Data 2020
Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are being made
from residents of the Salish Sea region, using the San Juan County
Aircraft Noise Reporting Website. This report provides data broken out
by reports generated inside San Juan County and outside.

With the addition of 36 more Growlers in 2019, San Juan County was
bombarded. Jet noise reports within San Juan County grew 26% from
2019 to 2020. Noise reports from outside of San Juan County have
rapidly increased.

Listen to this jet noise that we hear in our region:
https://soundcloud.com/laurenkuehne/clearwater
The Navy dismisses noise data:
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-useour-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/

Here are some of the comments submitted by residents of our
region regarding Jet Noise. More comments from Anacortes,
Camano Island, Mt Vernon, Port Townsend, Coupeville and the San
Juan Islands, begin on page 10. They tell the human story. Please
read them.
Was that an earthquake? My visitor asked. no, that is the
navy growlers 8 miles away and their noise shakes our
house. I told her that they consider us collateral damage so
it doesn’t matter how much their noise hurts us.
Very loud and low flying constantly. Kids are struggling with
their remote class which is just at the tail end of their last
lesson. Having a lot of issue to listen to the teachers and
talk to the class.
Your aircraft are flying less than 400 feet from the roof of
my home as they pass over. The magnitude of the noise is
more than a human can withstand. Please be more
considerate and consider choosing a different flight path.
Jets flying low overhead are scaring kids and making it very
difficult to work on homework.
Awful threatening thunderous rumbling from Whidbeyshaking the bones like an explosion or earthquake. A
sensation humans are Hard Wired to find
threatening/stress inducing. 2pm, Anacortes.
102 dB recorded on iPhone dB meter. You continue to
KNOWINGLY damage our hearing and general health just as
you did by poisoning our drinking water.
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INSIDE THIS REPORT:
Annual Comparisons
Monthly Comparisons
Reports by Type of Noise
Noise by Time of Day
Reports by Day
Map of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County
Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments. Data
reports began in 2015.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this noise
reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider region.
This report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/
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Annual Jet Noise Reports 2005-2020
By Location
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Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In the Fall, 2019,
access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that the number of noise reports is
increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all reports in the database since 2015.
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Jet Noise Reports
By Location and By Month, 2020
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Outside San Juan County
By Type of Noise, Nov and Dec 2020
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Noise Reports by the Hour, Nov and Dec 2020
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Note that there are hours of
varying noise incidents. The
Navy persists in using
“annual noise averaging,”
significantly underestimating
of the impact of jet noise.
There is no "average" level
of noise felt by residents in
this region. The noise is
variable and unpredictable.
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For example, submissions
that report noise 11:00 am
through 11:59am are
clustered in the 11 o'clock
hour. Sometimes reports do
not include a specific time.
For those, related data may
indicate Day or Evening
noise disturbance, or Not
Available.
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Jet Noise Reports by Day of the Week
November and December 2020
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Another example: As
described in the previous
chart, the Navy persists
is using “annual noise
averaging” to justify its
statements of low
impact. As you can see
in this chart, there is no
“average noise” felt by
residents in this region.
The noise is variable and
each day is
unpredictable.
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All Jet Noise Reports January - December 2020
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As you can see in this chart, there is no “average noise” felt by residents
in this region. The noise is variable and each day is unpredictable.
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This picture of the
Aircraft Noise Reporting
Map includes the larger
region. People outside
of San Juan County
began having access to
the aircraft noise
reporting website in Fall
2019.
This map is reduced to
fit this page. Thus, the
reproduction of the
multi-colored dots,
which signify noise
reports, minimizes the
apparent number of
reports since the dots
overlay other dots.
This map represents
9,315 reports since
August, 2019.
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Comments Submitted with November and December 2020 Reports
NOTES:
Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example,
generally produce 90 dB.
Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home
address or phone number or e-mail. In this report, those personal
identifiers are deleted/modified, as are expletives.

Beyond extremely loud. Disrupted business meeting conversation. This was
really over the top. The noise level has gotten worse lately. Growler
traveling roughly East to west direction and low.
"Really loud!
100.5 dB
102dB
105dB
2:40pm. Nov 3. MORE JET ROARING. South Lopez is just a racetrack for the
jet toy boys. This is abuse. When jet noise from Growlers marches right
into your home, it is ABUSE. South Lopez. 14 miles from Ault.
Ripped from early sleep after long day at work by extremely loud shrieking
navy warcraft. Anacortes 8:45 pm. Horrible for healthy life here.
Impossible now.

102 dB recorded on iPhone dB meter. You continue to KNOWINGLY damage
our hearing and general health just as you did by poisoning our drinking
water.
In addition to the stress inducing scream of the jets, there was a stench of
jet fuel that hung over an area from east of Anacortes, Wa. to well south of
Rosario Head.
I am a teacher who is currently teaching special education class remotely.
My students pick up the noise via our Google Meet and cannot hear me
clearly. It is definitely affecting my teaching and their learning.
S Lopez, 1 Nov, 20, Sunday: 9:12 am. 73.3 decibels on a Sunday Morning.
What a horrible way to start the day with everything rattling.
Such a loud, rumbling pass by, we couldn't speak. Windows rattled. It can
still be heard. South end of San Juan Island. This is too loud and disruptive! I
can't imagine how people who live closer to the naval station can bear it.
EA-18 Growler?
5:31pm, Nov 3, We have just been BUZZED by a jet. I don't have time to
rush to the window to see, besides it is dark and cloudy, but that jet was
ready to land in our yard. SCREAMING. SOUNDED LIKE THE SKY WAS
RIPPING APART. PEOPLE LIVE HERE!!!!!
This is the thing. It's ALL. DAY. NON. STOP. Every few minutes. All day long.
My kids hate it. My animals hate it. I hate it. Everyone who lives here hates
it. We're monitoring the noise whether the navy likes it or not, and our AG
isn't letting up.
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Resuming FCLPs at OLF. Trying to make calls to family and friends that we
are missing over the holidays. So loud it is impossible to talk on the phone
or zoom.

The windows in our house on Shaw Island are rattling from the vibration
from the growlers. The roaring has been going on almost all day. It's now
nearing bedtime, and the roaring is TERRIBLE. RATTLING WINDOWS

One just flew over that sounded like it was going to take the roof off. We
are trying to eat dinner and can't have a conversation. Nerve racking!

Navy Whidbey noise, not other aircraft. Foggy. Can't tell but sounded like
ground testing or Growler

Way loud

This was Navy Whidbey noise, not P3, foggy, could be engine test, could be
growler

A few other times over the course of the last 1/2 hour
Could be growler. Foggy. Definitely Whidbey. Not P3
Was that an earthquake? My visitor asked. no, that is the navy growlers 8
miles away and their noise shakes our house. I told her that they consider
us collateral damage so it doesn’t matter how much their noise hurts us.
Since 8:15 AM, continuous blasts of house-foundation vibrating sound
waves have penetrated our home and our bodies. Growlers at NAS Whidbey
is destroying our lives. Inside C scale readings of 86db to 90+db have been
ongoing all day. This is torture!
Deafening, shook windows
LOUD PASSES LOW OVERHEAD ALL AFTERNOON (IF IT SEEMS LIKE I'M
SCREAMING, I'M JUST TRYING TO BE HEARD OVER THE JET NOISE!) -SEVERAL LOW PASSES PEGGED AT OVER 100dB! (according to my meter)
I'M ABOUT READY TO FILE MY OWN NOISE LAWSUIT
These planes are on top of me. I think I could reach out and touch their
underbelly. They are making me deaf. I have to plug my ears. Everyday all
day long from sun up to 8:30 - 9 at night. Jesus christ. Ridiculous.

GET YOUR DAMN JETS OUT OF LOPEZIAN AIRSPACE NOW!! YOU HAVE
RUINED TWO TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS WITH MY HEALTHCARE TEAM
TRYING TO TAKE CARE OF ME FOLLOWING A MAJOR OPERATION!! GET
THOSE DAMN NOISY GROWLERS OFF LOPEZ!!
It was loud"
Nov 2. At Anacortes Ferry Dock. BIG JET ROAR. How do these Anacortes
folks stand this?
S Lopez, 2 Nov 20, Monday: 9:56am - 76.8 decibels, 10:02 am 73.9 decibels,
4:26pm Loud Overflight - sent us running for the house and our Bose
headphones!
Shook the house and caused the animals to run. Nice job Navy. Thanks.
Simply absurd!
So tired of this.
Solid blasting of noise from Navy Whidbey, lasted 5 minutes

Navy Whidbey noise
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Started up quite suddenly. Scared both me and my 12 year old daughter.
Cat woke from her nap and ran off.
The house is shaking. The noise is at times deafening. The dogs are
cowering. Noise from the jets is completely unacceptable. The sense of
dread created by this terrible noise is inescapable and truly dreadful.
SHAME ON POLICY MAKERS WHO ALLOW THIS.
1:09pm. Nov 3. Continued rumbling and vibrating noise from Whidbey. S.
Lopez.
1:12pm. LOUD jet noise from Navy jets. Nov 3. S. Lopez.
1:31pm. Nov 3. S Lopez. Loud rumbling and roar and prolonged rolling
vibration from jet activity at Whidbey. Long rolling thunder.
1:36pm. Nov 3. The abuse continues. Thunderous rolling roaring and
vibrations from NASWI. S. Lopez.
1:50pm. Nov 3. LOUD JET ROARING OVER SOUTH LOPEZ!!!!!
11:39am. Nov 3. Frightened by sudden rolling ROAR overhead. Out of the
blue a HUGE Roar roiling overhead. Cloudy, so I cannot see. Maybe two
jets. Noise was frightening. South Lopez.
12:09pm. Nov 3. MORE rumbling and jet noise vibration from Whidbey.
Annoying to have this constant thunder and vibration. S. Lopez.
2:33pm, Nov 3. Jet noise is FILLING OUR HOME. Jets must be circling over
and over Lopez. The noise is almost constant and LOUD.
2:34pm. Nov 3. The jet roaring continues with a new roll of thunder. Lopez.

2:35pm. Nov 3. Now again, another roaring pass by growler. Roaring, now
screaming, more roaring. IT IS CONSTANT. STILL ROARING at 2:37pm. We
live in a WAR ZONE. S. Lopez.
2:52pm. Nov 3. More rumbling vibration from jet activity. South Lopez.
3:35 PM Nov 3. LOUD jet landing on our roof!!!! The noise is excruciating.
Outside, unavoidably. Could not escape the roaring and screaming of jet
noise above us. Mud Bay, Lopez.
3:55pm. NOV 3. SCREAMING JET NOISE OVER OUR HOME. MAYBE MORE,
BUT IT IS CLOUDY. IT SOUNDED LIKE THE ENTIRE FLEET OF JETS OVER US.
SCREAMING AND ROARING. NOT FOR A SECOND, BUT EARSPLITTING
MINUTES. MUD BAY, LOPEZ.
XXX East Cove Road, Decatur Island
XXX East Cove Road, Decatur Island
So extremely loud, like it was right above my head. My cat ran for cover.
Can you do something so this does not happen again?
The Map location is still not working."
4:15pm or so. Nov 3. Out walking in order to get some fresh air and
exercise. Suddenly slammed by a huge roar from Whidbey. Very loud
rumbling vibrating roar. Long & persistent. As if a jet was trying to take off,
but the runway was long. LONG ROAR.
4:31pm, 11/3. It has been a day of constant jet noise. Just now, another
screaming and roaring jet over us. The log roar as it curves away. Still
roaring. Still roaring. Still roaring. Still roaring. Still roaring. Still roaring.
Mud Bay, Lopez.
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4:40pm, Nov 3. S. Lopez. Screaming jet overhead, with long roar as it veers
away. And I mean SCREAMING.
5:03pm. Nov 3. A VERY BAD DAY. FILLED WITH JET NOISE. Right now,
another screaming and roaring jet over South Lopez. This is insane. An
entire day of jets bombing over us. GO AWAY. The noise infiltrates our
home. ABUSE.
5:36pm. 11/3. S Lopez AGAIN. Jet roaring over S. Lopez. We are angry &
distracted by this jet noise. LEGISLATORS: YOU ARE ALL TALK & NO ACTION.
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE NAVY IS ABUSING THIS REGION. I WILL VOTE FOR
AN UBER DRIVER BEFORE I VOTE FOR YOU.
5:39pm. Nov 3. The abuse continues. Another roaring and screaming
growler over our home. S. Lopez. This is a reign of terror today.
5:43pm. Nov 3. We may as well live on the SeaTac runway. That is what
today has been like. Right now ANOTHER JET SCREAMING over us. Constant
harassment today. CONSTANT.
6:32pm. Nov 3. We are getting big rumblings and vibration from Whidbey.
Take-offs? Engine run-ups? The noise is loud and penetrating. S. Lopez.
6:36pm, Nov 3. ANOTHER screaming and roaring jet over South Lopez. This
is a hell of a day for jet noise. Constant bombardment. ALL DAY.

8:25pm. Nov 3. Right on the heels of a jet attack a moment ago, we now
have another BLAST of bombing jet noise over us. We are under attack.
There is no other way to describe it. It has been like this all day. South
Lopez.
9:59pm. Nov 3. What business does the Navy have to fly a roaring jet over
my home at 9:59pm? Is that necessary? No. Is it arrogance? Yes.
A couple of times around this time. At Channel Preserve, SJC Land Bank
aircraft circling around our area twice.
all i want is to live somewhere i wont be tortured i wear noise cancelling
headphones 23 hours a day here i only take them off to charge the battery i
want to feel like a human being again the last eleven years are just a big
black hole
Almost 6pm in the dark of winter- and a trip to the mailbox sounds like
WWIII to the south- horrendous roaring/thunder echoing off the water and
up to Anacortes- the antithesis of peace and constantly stress inducing.
Very bad for health
"Awful sinister/threatening thunderous sounds rocking the sky and
disrupting thoughts and occasionally conversations in Oak Harbor medical
clinic- all morning so far. Makes work difficult.

7:01 pm. Nov 3. Just got blasted again and again and again by jet roaring
and vibration from Whidbey. It is as if there are bombs going off continually
. S. Lopez.

Can’t hear tv

8:23pm. Nov 3. HUGE blast of jet above our home. Screaming and deep
throttling Roar. Startled. Interrupted. This whole day has been a terror
attack by the Navy. Roaring flights over Mud Bay, Lopez.

every day is hell you completely destroyed my life nobody does a thing to
get me out of this

definitely Whidbey noise, continues really loud now at 7:19pm

Extremely loud Growler overflight at 10 PM - very late
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F*** you
Get your DAMN LOUD JETS OUT OF OUR SKIES!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE
PAWNS IN YOUR WAR GAMES!! GET THE HELL AWAY FROM LOPEZ ISLAND!!
Getting close to 9pm and the growlers are still ripping up the night skytreating the civilians of western washington as enemies. Unconscionable
abuse. Anacortes
"Going to try to head to sleep
Nov 2. ANOTHER roaring jet over the Anacortes ferry dock. In my car,
windows closed, radio on, and WHOOOSH there is jet noise in my car.
Can the Navy supply those of impacted with sleep aids and ear plugs? The
Navy needs, and should, protect its personnel against excessive noise. Can't
they afford to do the same for the taxpayers? Tax credit for noise?"

close she thought the were going to land at he school. Leave my family and
community alone.
no point in voting since everyone in office loves endless military torture
burn in hell rick larson i hope your children get raped all i want is to sit
quietly and read a book. nothing could be worse than being in anacortes
and i have no way to leave
Nov 3, 8:50am. Rumble and vibrating jet roar from Whidbey. S. Lopez.
Nov 3. 12:49pm. Continued LOUD rumbling and rolling vibrations into our
home from jet activity at Whidbey. Disgusted with the Navy. Just
Disgusted. Growler jets need to be in a less populated area. Their rationale
is WEAK and covered with LIES.
Nov 3. 2:20pm. Outside. The skies are filled with jet noise. FILLED. The
roaring is loud! S. Lopez.

I'm so tired of all the noise. Going on since I worked out in the garden
around 5:00pm. So unrelenting. I get tired of trying to report it. Seems like
most days are over 10 loud flights. Fridays are especially bad. Why? Why?
Why? You ruin so much.

Our windows just shook. Today has been the worst day for noise since we
moved here in 1986.

Jets screaming immediately overhead, back and forth. DREADFUL NOISE.

S Lopez, 3 Nov 20, Tue: No FCLP's at Ault - BUT - we have experienced
roughly 10 hours of 68 - 88 decibels ( inside) of ROARING Growlers from
8:45am - 7pm with very few breaks. A ghastly day of constant noise. The
Navy is such a BAD neighbor!

"more jet noise, more and more
soon you won't get getting all these reportings from me as I migrate away
from here in winter, in major part to get away from the jet noise

Really loud blast at 8:23pm, noise continues

several other jet noises, definitely coming from Whidbey, a couple very loud

Much too loud to speak to others

several other times also

My kid came home from the after school program at the school play field
and said she could see them flying by all afternoon and that they were so

Several other times also.
Soo Loud
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Sounded like they were going to crash into our house. Frightening.
STOP RUINING OUR PEACE!! STOP USING LOPEZ ISLAND AND LOPEZIANS IN
YOUR WAR GAMES PRACTICE!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE MILITARY
PAWNS!! LEAVE LOPEZIAN AIRSPACE ALONE!!

jet scream was penetrating and deafening. Just like all day yesterday. Mud
Bay, Lopez.
1:11pm. Nov 4. ANOTHER jet roaring over South Lopez. What are we?
Target practice? Still roaring.

STOP TREATING US LIKE WAR GAME PAWNS!! GET OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND
AIRSPACE NOW!! YOU ARE CAUSING HEADACHES AND RUINING MY
HEARING!!

1:17pm. Nov 4. GROWLER SCREAMING AND ROARING OVER MUD BAY,
LOPEZ. LOW AND LOUD. DEAFENING. It is clear we are the enemy. The
roaring continues.

Such a terrible place to work- Oak Harbor- so much intermittent warplane
noise today, sometimes disrupting conversations, always disrupting
concentration and occasionally causing ear pain. All day so far- at 2:30pm.

1:19pm. Nov 4. ANOTHER GROWLER OVER MUD BAY, LOPEZ. Flying
Northeast. Low. The noise is DEAFENING. What right does the Navy have
to invade our homes with earsplitting noise?

The jet noise today has been horrific. Impossible to carry on a conversation.

10:40 pm- thunder loud enough to wake me from sleep. Awful. Anacortes

This is the fourth time today

11:55am, Nov 4. Loud jet roaring over south Lopez.

Very loud flyovers occurring late morning, mid day and this evening. Had to
stop conversations inside the home during these events.

12:37pm, Nov 4. A loud jet roaring over us. I hope we are not going to get a
repeat of the NIGHTMARE that was yesterday with jets sounding like they
were going to land on our roof. S. Lopez.

Wanted to be able to sleep but Whidbey in not allowing that tonight.
Whidbey noise
Want to sleep off election night; however, there is jet noise.

6:13pm, Nov 4. Screaming and roaring jet over our home, Mud Bay, Lopez.
Then, I guess it is turning, and we get this hideous deep ripping roar. Our
house is filled with the jet noise.

whidbey noise, several times in the past 10 minutes

8:38pm Huge roar from jet noise this evening. Launching a plane this late at
night?

Wretched aircraft noise- through the walls and windows of our medical
clinic. Intermittently enough to hurt the eardrums- here inside. Oak
Harbor, WA where every day may well be navy sounds of war day.

8pm in Anacortes and these warplanes are still wrecking the peace.

1:09pm. Nov 4. The nightmare continues. Was on the phone with a client
and suddenly I could hear nothing except the scream of a jet overhead. The

Anacortes is such a lovely, healthy place to live- except for the often
constant loud, threatening, disruptive sounds of warplanes. From sinister
thunder to mind-blowing screaming jets. Disquieting thunder tonight6:30
pm- so far...
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definitely Navy Whidbey. a couple of blasts of jet noise earlier

Very low

In the past couple days we have had 8-10 flights over our house. Two were
extremely loud. The one today at 2:13 pm and one night at 10 pm. We were
unable to hear the dialogue on the tv while it flew over. What’s happening?
Why so many flights lately?

Why keep flying over South Lopez Island?

Jets flying right over the house- down low. windows shake, house shakes,
conversations stop. A jet comes by about every 90 seconds.

Very low. High sporadic cloud cover, no need for such a low flight with gear
down. Wasting fuel, destroying my hearing. "

Over home mud bay

Wretched searing tearing ripping sounds in the sky- extremely loud,
drowning everything out for many seconds and fading out only over
minutes. Miserable. Anacortes- evening

S Lopez, 4 Nov 20, Wed: 5:02 pm ROARING. 6:12pm Loud overflight - 75.8
decibels inside.

Why so close to home?
"Why was the Growler flying north with its landing gear down?

Screeching loud. I interrupted important conversation and peace.

10:39am, Nov 5. Skies are roaring with jet noise. Loud and insistent.
Annoying noise. S. Lopez.

"Second LOUD GROWLER over North Lopez. The sound when they bank is
overwhelming!!!

4 loud flights during dinner

My toddler grandson runs to me every time they are overhead. "
Several low growler flights around this time. All heading north
several other times too
So loud, I can’t even study while inside my insulated house. Why is all the
flying here at OLF this week. Why not in OH
These growlers now 3 days in, all day long, and so loud they burst my ear
drums almost. I have to stop doing my work and plug my ears to keep from
going deaf. Itś like they are right on top of Decatur Island. Ridiculous.
"Two growlers, very low and loud
Several other flights also before this"

6:01pm. Nov 4. First we heard a high whine, then a scream, then the ROAR
of a jet over our home. Deafening inside our home. It seems that the Navy
is developing the habit of LOW LOUD flights over Mud Bay, Lopez. It is still
roaring. Still roaring.
6:10pm. Nov 5. ANOTHER SCREAMING GROWLER directly over our home.
LOW, LOUD. DEAFENING. We are apparently their new runway. The Navy
is an abuser, and, I think, proud of it in their arrogance . Mud Bay, Lopez.
6:33pm, 11/5. Jets roaring over South Lopez.
7:34pm. Nov 5. FIRST WE HEARD THE WHINING SHRIEK, THEN THE DEEP
DEEP ROAR AS THIS JET JUST ROARED OVER US. IT SOUNDED VERY LOW.
COULD FEEL THE WHOOSH OF THE AIR. DARK, IN THE TREES, COULD NOT
SEE IT. SCARY.
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7:46pm. Nov 5. ANOTHER low flying jet over our home. Deep pulsating
vibrating roar. S. Lopez
7:47pm. Nov 5. ANOTHER roaring jet noise over South Lopez. I don't know
what is flying over us, but it is LOUD, with prolonged roar. I think the Navy
is just flying any path they want. These jets seem to be going in a variety of
directions.
A growler flew over at 6:00 and another just came over at 6:10. What is
going on?
Another session of FCLPs staring at OLF. Really have had enough already.
Can’t communicate without yelling.
Disrupts my ability to play music inside my home.
Disturbing my only social time, at dinner.
FCLPs at OLF. Enough stress with election, Covid, husband recovering from
surgery. Last thing we need tonight is jet noise.

It has been unrelenting all day...just stop it already
Itś 6pm and the growlers are at it again. I am inside and the noise is so loud,
I have to plug my ears....inside the house. Really?
Jet circling overhead and the windows are vibrating. Unable to see due to
darkness, but sounds just like a Growler.
Like a rocket screaming through the house from one end to the other.
Insanity!
Not the best day, not the worst day: all day off and on - trying to work in
Oak Harbor and train of thought wrecked episodically by headache
generating warplane racket. Hard to think, hard to speak to collegues, and
make phone calls. Oak Harbor.
Over 10 flights this morning, one shook my desk.
Roaring jets at bedtime. TERRIBLE ROARING.

God bless America

S Lopez, 5 Nov 20, Thur: 5 pm, 6:23pm, 6:28pm, 6:45 pm - 7:05pm , Still at it
at 8:03pm. The steady ROARS feel like we are being PUMMELED by giant
BURSTS OF THUNDER. So wish Larsen and Murray and their families had to
listen to this!

I can do this all night

So loud I will be sleeping in my unfinished basement tonight

I don't live next to a Navy base, nor do I agree with the military agenda.
Why am I forced to put up with this?

Stupidly loud over and over.

I should not have to hear this disruptive noise inside our well insulated
house. Much, much too loud.

The loudest its been for few months!

Flew so low it rattled the entire house and the contents!

In my home with windows closed I need to turn TVup to hear. My wife had
difficulty speaking on the phone

Taking an online class. Can't hear the instructor. So frustrating.

Very very loud constant rumble. No matter what you do it goes through the
entire house
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Walking to car to leave Oak Harbor after work when ear splitting din, clearly
too loud for safety, endangering hearing, painful screaming jets. 2 growlers
low and loud, flaps down, gear down right over town with people and
houses. Dangerous.
1:15pm. 11/6. Just came in from outside where my ears were BLASTED by
jet noise just to the south of us. The roar is deafening. Lopez, South end.
1:38pm. 11/6. Personally, I am looking forward to leaving Lopez. The jet
noise is incessant. Just now ANOTHER SCREAMING and ROARING jet over S
Lopez.
1:47pm. 11/6. ANOTHER screaming and roaring jet rips the skies over South
Lopez.
10:04am, Nov 6. Huge rush of jet noise swirling above us. South Lopez.
10:15am, Nov 6. LOUD LOUD jet roaring over South Lopez.
10:17am. Nov 6. Recurring jet noise, jets are roaring over South Lopez.
Can't be outside because the noise is so pervasive. Jet noise in your head all
the time.
10:43am 11/6 Deep jet roaring as if a jet has taken off & is veering toward
us. Distracting. My startle reaction wonders if something is wrong, if the
washing machine is out of control, if a truck rolling up to the front of the
house. S Lopez

2:26pm. 11/6. Here we go again. ANOTHER roaring blast of jet over South
Lopez. If those jets are anywhere near us, they may as well be on top of us.
The jets are gruesomely loud, and the noise carries over water.
9:05am. Nov 6. On a Zoom call with a client and the jet noise is so loud it is
interfering with our conversation. I don't know what is going on up there in
the skies, but the jet noise is interfering with my work. S. Lopez.
Carrier land practice over Coupeville
Distractingly loud & continuously going on for the last 30 min. No end in
sight?
I don't live near an airfield and don't understand why I need to listen to this
constantly. This is not an airplane flying over but a constant loud nuisance.
And terrible for the environment.
Multiple flights came in low and within 1/2 mile of Marrowstone Point. The
magnitude of the sound pegged my decibel meter.
XXX East Cove Road, Decatur Island.
Oak Harbor must be a noise pollution cess pool tonight!
Roaring roaring roaring. The horrible jet noise does not need to be nearby
to be nonetheless dreadful and unsettling. Even when not at high decibel
levels here on our island, it's near somewhere else and it's dreadful whether
immediate or distant.

2:20pm 11/6. I will submit a report for each excessive jet noise I hear. Like
right now. Doors and windows closed, Music on, and the jet roar just comes
right in to the house and overrides everything.

Very low flying Growlers while we were back country skiing on Mt. Baker
today

Not just once repeatedly

We’re in the no fly zone and jet is flying over our house
Windows shaking as Growler went by.
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It is Sunday and they are not supposed to be flying.
Woke me
10:23pm Nov 9. Sudden LOUD Scream and Roar of a jet overhead. Deep
throbbing roar invades the house. Now it is into its long roar as it heads
away and seems to turn. About ready to sleep but now worried we will
continue to be bombarded.
10:29am. Nov 9. Suddenly a screaming roar over our home. Blocked out
every other household sound. Startled me.
10:56am, Nov 9. A very long roar from jet above. Maybe two because it is
that loud. Cloudy, can't see. Deep penetrating roar. Destroyed my
concentration. The Navy is a terrible neighbor.
Disturbance in our Olga area this morning.
F*** em
Had tried to go to bed early but ripped awake by the metallic sounds of sky
shredding- 9pm in anacortes. The navy abusing our landscape and people
of western Washington. Business as usual.
Hard to sleep when windows are shaking.
I have woken up to these 4 x this week, the same time. Miserable. Like
waking up to war.
Jet rumble from inside the house couldn't see aircraft type with clouds.
Just tired of these growlers. I'll keep reporting everytime.
Loud

Ridiculous noise of Warcraft in the Safeway parking lot in Anacortes. 6:30
pm
such a horrible and constant contrast to the beauty of an afternoon hike.
such a horrible and constant contrast to the beauty of an afternoon hike.
Walking across the street to get lunch at hospital in Mt Vernon- ear piercing,
overflight of growler, dangerously loud for some 20-30 seconds then just
loud for another 30+, takes for ever to fade away even when they just "pass
by." Vicious machines
Walls and desk shook from inside home.
WHY! US Citizens having being woken up to sounds of invasion! There is no
explanation for the fact that these horrible vehicles of death continue to
harm the very people they are tasked to protect.
2:13pm. NOV 10. SCREAMING jet noise above our home. Is the whole fleet
up there? The noise is everywhere. This is abuse. S. Lopez.
2:15pm. Nov 10. More jet noise. Another jet. Or is the other one circling
over us? The noise is DEAFENING INSIDE MY HOME! The Navy has declared
war on this region. There is NO EXCUSE for this. There are unpopulated
areas to fly over. NOT HERE.
2:17pm. Nov 10. Here comes another jet over us! What are we, the new
landing pattern? This is INSANE. NAVY: GET OUT OF HERE. YOU ARE NOT
WELCOME. S. LOPEZ.
3:05pm Nov 10. From the NOISE level I am guessing there are two Growlers
above us. I am busy and not at a window. But the NOISE is LOUD and
shrieking and persistent. Now it is down to its characteristic roar as it veers
away. ROARING. S, Lopez
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"383 East Cove Road, Decatur Island.
The map location feature is not working."

Just when one thinks the federal government holiday will let us have peaceas usual, no, 9pm and growlers are wracking the skies to the south. Sounds
of warfare in Anacortes - 11/11/20

5:54pm. jets roaring in the skies. Will this be another night of horrible
noise and irritation? South Lopez

On going FCLPs at OLF.

9:45am, Nov 10. Rumbling jet noise and vibrating air. South Lopez.

S Lopez, 11 Nov 20, Wed: 8:12pm - A good night > BLAST< from our Navy
neighbors.

At least two loud jets went by. We were at Rosario Resort, but saw them
slightly further south flying from west to east over Orcas Island.

"So loud that the jets were over powering noise canceling head phones
during an important covid response meeting.

Doe Bay Orcas Island

Even in the house when I took my headphones off my ears started ringing
after more jets flew over."

LOUD LOUDER LOUDEST GROWLERS IN THE SKY OVER NORTH LOPEZ

Outside doing kindling when two Growlers, one after another, thunder,
blasting my head. Why in God's name, Rick Larsen and Patty Murray, do you
do this to your own people???
Repeated overflights - number 3 is happening right now - ranging from loud
to very loud as heard from inside the house. There have also been very loud
overflights as late as 10:30 pm several times in the past week. Incredibly
disruptive.
Sure have heard /seen a lot of them lately.
I'm not certain of the exact time, but several flights went by while I was
determining if I should camp at the state park. The jets were so loud, it
scared my dog and triggered considerable stress anxiety for me. I left the
park.

third night this week waking up at the same time to this dreadful sound. It's
bad enough in the daytime, night too?
Woke me
10:15 pm and still sinister roaring echoing across the sky- difficult to sleep.
Anacortes
4th night in a row of waking up to this horrible sound
Awful threatening thunderous rumbling from Whidbey- shaking the bones
like an explosion or earthquake. A sensation humans are Hard Wired to
find threatening/stress inducing. 2pm, Anacortes.
Doe Bay Orcas Island
F.U.C.K. Ing jets
F*** em
F*** em
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F*** your fly overs every 3 minutes.
Horrible roaring. Dreadful roaring. Ongoing roaring. Unhealthy roaring.
Disruptive roaring. Disturbing roaring.
Peace wrecking sounds of warplanes louder than the peaceful wind and rain
we should be able to hear at 8:15 in the evening. Nature should lull us to
sleep- and restore our strength, but cannot do so. Anacortes
S Lopez, 12 Nov 20, Thur: No FCLP's scheduled at AULT - BUT - lots of
Blasting and Roaring from 8:44am - 11:07am. Decibels range from66.4 72.6 inside the house. Ten decibels more outside.
Sky shredding, peace wrecking , health destroying racket- nearly 8:30 pm. I
need sleep and restoration. Anacortes and Whidbey and the San Juan’s
need this. Navy Warcraft prevent it- nightly, daily. Unconscionable.
Anacortes
Still f***ing rolling
terrible terrible terrible.
The sound of these growlers makes everything around it seem like HELL.
Trying to enjoy a welcome day off from work in Anacortes- morning marred
by creepy thunder from the south from off and on constant Growler flights,
now very loud aircraft nearer by, not visible in the low grey clouds. 1pm
echoing everywhere- horrid

After hearing off and inside this morning, LOUD threatening jet thunder in
the rain walking across to the hospital to get lunch. Such threatening, bone
wracking noise- the antithesis of peace and healing. Skagit Valley Hospital.
Mt Vernon. awful
Again, so loud even in the house,
All day long the Growlers have been practicing and sending out horrible
noise over the south end of Lopez. Our minds and lives are disrupted by the
enormous invasion of this noise.
All day long, and now just a constant rumble. It's almost 9pm. Knock it off
already. My kids can't sleep and I can't work.
All day so far.
All morning. Again.
All too frequent so many days of the week. There seems to be no caring
about what those of us who live in the San Juans have to put up with while
you practice endlessly and waste fuel.
"Almost 9pm and I can't go to sleep in my bedroom due to sinister thunder
vibrating through the walls- threatening and awful and palpable in the
bones.
Hopefully downstairs will be quieter- will come up some time after
midnight. Anacortes.

It is Sunday, not supposed to be flying at all

Can not hear TV

The usual, all day intermittent blow your ear drums growlers in the sky; and
lucky me get to lie away from 6;30 to 930 or 10 until they quit.

Can't even go to the bathroom in peace and
Cape St Mary, south end of Lopez Is. Freaked out people and pets.
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Come on, guys. With darkness falling at 5:30 pm, you have to still be flying
at 10:30 pm when good citizens are trying to get to sleep? Extremely
disruptive.
Continuing extreme disruption by Growlers at NAS Whidbey. From morning
until now in evening, an unending onslaught of shattering sound, as we
hunker down against house-shaking, body pummeling noise from Growlers.
We are collateral damage- no relief!
Couldn’t hear the TV
Doe Bay Orcas Island
Dreadful roaring. Dreadful roaring. Dreadful roaring. Dreadful roaring.
Dreadful roaring. Dreadful roaring. Dreadful roaring. Dreadful roaring.
Dreadful roaring. Dreadful roaring. Dreadful roaring. Dreadful roaring.
Dreadful roaring. Dreadful.

Horrible roaring. Unnerving, unsettling, disruptive, unpleasant, unhealthy,
unnecessary HORRIBLE roaring.
I was trying to teach on-line inside my house - had to stop all teaching
several times because no one could hear on either end of the connection.
Loud overflights have continued until now (2 pm). Very disruptive.
I would enter all the flights almost daily if I didn't have a better use for my
time. Do you not care at all about the daily lives of people? You do not
need to burn fuel endlessly in the name of freedom. Sometimes less is
more.
It's been going on all morning. I've been reporting this stuff for a couple
years now; I'm not sure there is any point.
Loud rumble and vibration for the last few hours. Upsetting the dog.
Low !!! Slow and perhaps more than 1. Right over our house - again.

Even as we try to wind down from the day, there are the Growlers flying
right over. So loud we hear it in our house that is very well insolated.

Low rumble and vibration throughout the day

Even our evening gets disrupted. Is this really necessary?

Low rumble with vibration all late morning and afternoon

Fourth aircraft today. SO sick of this noise....as I'm sure are all the other
animals on this magical isle.

Nearly 10pm over Anacortes and after a short break the horrendous bone
shaking thunder is back- this is horrible. We need rest- and peace.
Impossible to relax and sleep. Navy abuse just never stops.

Having to wear ear protection indoors now. More extreme and damaging
decibel levels than usual.

Non-commercial jets flying over multiple times over the past couple hours.

Home from a very stressful day at work during this pandemic year 2020- to
find horrific sounds of multiple navy F-18s just to the south- horrible
sounds like explosions rocking the heavens. This is absolute torture of
civilians. 7:30pm Anacortes

Normal people sleep right now. Get those horrible noise machines out of
the sky so taxpayers can actually go to bed.
Not what I enjoy at peaceful breakfast.
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Obnoxious and disturbing rumbling this morning. I'm trying to work! The
noise is upsetting the dog . . . I bet our southern resident killer whales are
not appreciating the nose either.
Rattling the house Since early today and still going. I’m happy I don’t have
to work outside today, it would be unbearable noise.
Roaring and vibration causing physical PAIN. PAIN in my chest and PAIN in
my ears. HORRIBLE NOISE and HORRIBLE SENSATIONS.
Rumble and vibration, roar, extremely loud all day today. Sounds like an
invasion. Constant rattling of the house And body.

SO TIRED of the endless noise today--afternoon into evening. Just rumbles
in our house. Horrible!
This was the second incident today, when I was unable to hear my wife
talking to me (standing next to each other, inside the house)
Get a life! Sound of freedom!
I am so happy to be able to report the presence of Naval Aviation at NAS
Whidbey Island.
Intensely loud. It scared my 8 year old grandson terribly and my cat too.

S Lopez, 16 Nov 20, Mon: 8:24am - 1:44pm . FIVE HOURS of almost
constant JET NOISE. No FCLP's scheduled - and again, we have an extremely
Noisy day - WHAT ARE THEY DOING? Lying? Flying at Ault instead of OLF?

Loud low rumble. Had to stop several phone calls at work and tell customers
to wait until the jets went by.

S Lopez, 16 Nov 20, Mon: Crushing overflight at 1:44pm - 84.3 decibels in
the house. followed by more Roaring at 2:07pm and 2:45pm. The Noise
starts again at 5:30pm and continues until 10:28pm. A total 11.5 hours of
jet noise today! Insanity!

Numerous direct overflights today by both Growlers and the propeller
plane. Disruptive.

several times today already. windows are closed and loud pouring rain, but
we can still hear these jets.

S Lopez, 17 Nov 20, Tue: The BLASTING begins again! 72.4 decibels in the
house.

shook windows of the house

Unforgivable

Since this morning, a constant bombardment of screeching thunderous
noise from NAS Whidbey and relentless Growlers flying very low above our
home on the south end of Lopez Island. The Navy tortures us, without a care
for U.S citizens' well being.

Very Loud

So much for peace and quiet on island life. You ruin it almost every day.
Spending endless dollars that could go to better purposes like education

might have been a ufo

Once again, annoyingly intrusive

3 passes so far today— not necessary!!! We are in a pandemic..can’t we put
our tax dollars to a better use???
Again, like yesterday, the sound is so very loud that it scares my grandson
and my cat (and me a little). Please, please fly elsewhere.
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Couldn’t hear the tv
Couldn’t hear the tv
Direct fly-over. Incredibly loud and it goes on forever. There has to be a
way to make these aircraft quieter.
Doe Bay Orcas Island
Duh, noise on a runway. Who knew. Sound of Freedom! Ain’t it great?
Extended noise pollution from Growlers - all after noon! Hideous navy
noise pollution. Jet interrupted my research work. Also called NASWI Noise
Complaint Desk 360.257.666. Left vm about noise pollution.
Extremely loud flyover by single Growler. Had to come in from outside to
escape the noise, and that still didn't help much. Other flyovers continuing.
Get you God Damn Growler Jets OUT OF LOPEZ AIRSPACE!! WE NEVER
AGREED TO BE PAWNS IN YOUR DAMN WAR GAMES!! STOP FLYING OVER
LOPEZ ISLAND NOW!!! LEAVE US ALONE!!
GET YOUR GOD DAMN JETS OUT OF LIPEZ AIRSPACE!! YOU ARE MAKING MY
EARS RING AND GIVING ME MIGRAINE HEADACHES. WE NEVER AGREED TO
BE PART OF YOUR GOD DAMN WAR GAMES!! STOP NOW!!
GROWLERS Over NORTH LOPEZ!!!!!! Too LOUD. Too Scares my Grandson.
NOISE for 4 minutes.
Hearing through the entire house
Hours and hours.

HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! 10th
flight over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet interrupted
my research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk
HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! 4th of 9
flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet interrupted
my research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk 360.257.6665
HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! 8th of 9
flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet interrupted
my research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk
HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! A total
of 9 flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet
interrupted my research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk
HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! Final
flyover of 9 flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet
interrupted my research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk
HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! First of
9 flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet
interrupted my research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk
360.257.6665.
HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! First of
9 flights over my house! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet interrupted my
research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk 360.257.6665
HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! Second
of 9 flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet
interrupted my research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk
360.257.6666.
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HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! Total of
9 flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet
interrupted my research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk

Please be respectful - we appreciate the sound of freedom, and every is
entitled to peace and quiet especially in the evening. Thank you for your
consideration.

HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! Total of
9 flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet
interrupted my research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk

S Lopez, 18 Nov 20, Wed: Another 7 hours of screaming Growlers. 8:24am 3:30pm. And then another 3 hours of BLASTING from 5:30 - 8:30pm. After
10 hours of almost constant noise everything shakes, including us. Shame
on our legislators.

HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - even at bedtime.! It's an air raid!
Total of 12 flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet
interrupted my research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk
I am on a Board meeting zoom call, in an insulated house, and the
Growlers overhead again, in the Village, disrupting my ability to be on the
call because of the noise interference. Insanity....

Super loud on the runway that’s been there since the 40’s!
"The jet noise is so loud now that I have a headache, stress and can not
sleep.
I feel like I am in a war zone.

In a highly insulated house 2-4 Growlers went directly overhead, so loud I
thought I would have to cover my ears. Why????

The jets have been circling all day and I am at the end of my rope."

Jets are SCREAMING directly overhead, circling round over and over, coming
near to breaking sound barrier. The noise and sensation are absolutely
awful. Noise ordinances exist to protect citizens from noise. NOISE LIKE THIS
SHOULD NEVER BE ALLOWED.

Unable to talk during fly-overs several times while walking outside

LEAVE US ALONE! Jets flying over our homes for hours per day is not a
government for the people. Find an unpopulated region for this training
PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!

The sound of freedom is awesome!

Very loud
While thankfully not a “bad”night, a few growlers are about, enough to
remind us we live in a military training reserve and live and suffer by navy
time. Anacortes. 8:30. No peace to be found here.

LOUD GROWLERS have been flying by for hours!!!

Woken from sleep again. So very bad for health. Anacortes. 8:55pm.
Miserable place here with this abuse.

No civilians should be subjected to the noise these planes make. The Navy
is terrorizing its own citizens.

Woken from sleep yet again. 10 pm. Anacortes. So unhealthy. So
harmful. So abusive. So frequent.

Noise all day today., TV his is ridiculous!!

A number jets during day and then very loud flybys in evening.
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After a very stressful day at work- made worse by intermittent screaming
aircraft in Oak Harbor- I come home to: more EA18G Growlers, flying about
over my home in Anacortes. This is insane abuse of a civilian population,
landscape and its creatures
Again today.... Nuts!!
As soon as I get to work in Oak Harbor- the sky ripping, ear piercing,
concentration wrecking noise begins. Bad enough when trying to
concentrate at work- we are right next to a school. Horribly unhealthy place
to live and work- Oak Harbor 9am

research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk 360.257.666. Left
vm about noise pollution.
Extended noise pollution from Growlers - all after noon! Third of 6 flights
over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet interrupted my
research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk 360.257.666. Left
vm about noise pollution.
Get your gift damn jets OUT OF LOPEZIAN SKIES!! MY EARS RING FOR A DAY
AFTER BEING SUBJECTED TO YOUR HARASSMENT!! WE NEVER AGREED TO
BE PAWNS IN YOUR GOD DAMN WAR GAMES!! STOP NOW!!

Cape St Mary, south Lopez Island

I am going to kill myself to make the torture stop.

Couldn’t carry on a conversation

I have left several reports this week as the flyovers have been extremely
loud and disruptive. Another loud flyover just happened and my 8 year old
grandson asked, "Why won't the air force listen to us"? It disrupted his
online school class.

Extended noise pollution from Growlers - all after noon! 2nd of 6 flights
over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet interrupted my
research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk 360.257.666. Left
vm about noise pollution.

Loud fly over that overpowered the TV and conversations in the house.

Extended noise pollution from Growlers - all after noon! 4th of 6 flights
over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet interrupted my
research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk 360.257.666. Left
vm about noise pollution.

LOUD JETS OVERHEAD! Second day in a row.

Extended noise pollution from Growlers - all after noon! Fifth of 6 flights
over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet interrupted my
research work. Also called NASWI Noise Complaint Desk 360.257.666. Left
vm about noise pollution.

Off/on EA-18G flying all day- kind of giving me a headache. Sound like giant
metal vacuum clearners, maybe somehow scraping the inside of my skull.
Just not conducive to quality thought process. Makes work difficult and
unpleasant. Oak Harbor

"Extended noise pollution from Growlers - all after noon! First of 6 flights
over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet interrupted my

"One growler below the clouds. I was about 1/4 mile from our house on
Nordic Drive. I had to put my fingers in my ears to deal with the sound.
Soooo LOUD!

Loud rumbling
Morning fly over by growler, low and very noisy.
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STOP FLYING YOUR GOD DAMN JETS OVER MY HOUSE ON LOPEZ ISLAND!!
WE NEVER AGREED TO BE YOUR DAMN PAWNS!! GET OUT OF LOPEZIAN
AIRSPACE!! MY EARS ARE RINGING FRIM YOUR ROARING GROWLERS

Walking home and two Growlers directly overhead, low enough to see the
windows on the cockpit. Covered my ears. It is a grievous act on a peaceful
place full of people in the U.S. We are not at war.
Yesterday and today. I'm sick of it.

Well, it wasn't a rumble, because you've decided to mix it up and have jets
screaming overhead instead of just that stupid growler rumbling and
shaking my windows.
Direct flyover the San Juan’s. For what purpose? Are we at war? Earth
shattering noise just after the kids put to bed
Extremely loud low flight over the house on Lopez.
Fly over by two growlers that created noise disrupting outside activities.

Engine run up followed by ear shattering noise overhead
Horribly rumbly
S Lopez, 21 Nov 20, Sat: Now we have to listen to the ROAR on Saturdays
too. Overflights at 9:01am and 9:16am. 82.3 decibels in the house! We are
being forced to live on Navy time.
Screamingly low direct overflight

JESUS so LOUD!

The Navy operates with no respect to any sense of Normalcy. Noise
penetrating the house so we can't even enjoy our home. AND WTF now on
Saturday!

Loud enough to stop conversations at work

Thunderous noise

Second fly over this morning. My grandson is frightened by the jet NOISE!.
He makes a fright noise, then wants up and sucks his thumb.

Woken from sleep by brief deep rumbling shaking from the south- sounds
like explosions. After 9:30 pm on SATURDAY- egregious abuse. Horrible
sounds. Anacortes

It’s bedtime dam it

"Shaking the sky, the house the sea. And the peace.
Overwhelming noise and vibration. Doing absolutely nothing good "
So noisy it scared us!!!
Surely we should be done with hideous low frequency roaring of navy
Warcraft by well after 9pm on a Friday- but no. Always time for the the
disturbing sounds of war in Anacortes anymore.

Not once not twice but three time. Window shaking. Right over Lopez, how
the 'h" does this help train, our Navy? On a Day of Rest none the less. No
respect.
S Lopez, 22 Nov 20, Sunday: 6:21pm Here they go again! Noise on a Sunday!
Aaaaand, the engines are off and running
All day long

Trump is a loser, and so is the navy.
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Can not hear my wife speaking in same room
Completely destroyed the meaning of Sanctuary, Preserve! Bombing Lopez
Hill with Sound.
Engine run ups loud enough to shake the dishes in the cabinets
How dare you! 10pm? It’s not right and apparently you can’t understand
that.
It is impossible to sleep with these damn jets flying right over our home
Jets so low and loud that the house walls and windows are rattling. This is a
brand new noise proofed house. Inside sound monitor is reading over 80
decibels. All through the afternoon and evening today.
Lopez is not the Navys domain. Fly overs after hours again.
Loud enough I could feel it in my house.
Numerous jets circling over head, unable to escape the rumbling even
indoors.
One of the loudest Growler event in years
Outrageous
Overflights and distant grumbling have been going on all day. Very
disruptive to indoor teaching work.
Painful eardrum vibration and shaking the house
Published FCLP schedule was evening flights, however, aircraft were
overhead until 9 PM, an hour later than advertised.

S Lopez, 23 Nov 20, Mon: FOUR HOURS OF Constant ROARING 8:43am 12:47pm. At 9:52 pm, when our home was peaceful - a final BLAST Terrifying awakening.sounded like they were crashing into our bay.
The smell of jet fuel is strong this morning as well as the endless roar of the
jets.
THIS IS NOT A MILITARY RESERVATION WHERE THEY CAN FLY OVER AT
ANYTIME!
Tired of making these reports. Really tired.
Two overflights
Very loud
Woke up sleeping baby
13:50 is the most recent of 3 loud flyovers over this course of today. Each
one has been sufficiently loud that I have had to halt business presentations
online for work until the flyover is complete. Flyovers are preventing
business activities.
And another loud jet flying over...
Assaultingly loud and intrusive.
Can't even hear myself think outside. Must have run into restricted Navy
Training grounds. Wait am I in Yakima? Navy is lost AGAIN
Can't even hear myself think outside. Must have run into restricted Navy
Training grounds. Wait am I in Yakima? Navy is lost AGAIN
Continuous low flying and extremely loud jet noise. Disrupting dinner and
one rumble caused a picture frame to fall off wall.
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DAMN YOU BASTARDS GET YOUR NOISE POLLUTING GROWLER JETS OUT OF
OUR SKIES OVER LOPEZ ISLAND!! WE ARE HUMAN BEINGS NOT PAWNS IN
YOUR DAMN WAR GAMES!! THE NOISE IS DEAFENING AND LEAVES MY
EARS RINGING FOR HOURS!!
Disrupted evening meal.
Disrupting work from home.
Disrupting work from home.
excruciatingly loud, and had to plug my ears. Why is this being done to us?
Flight south to north right over the Village, followed by another slightly to
the west up the channel.
Extremely loud interrupted Covid contract tracing call- growler is circling
around making calls impossible at this time
Fourth disruptive flyover today, spanning nearly 7 hours. Made outdoor
conversation impossible.
Growler’s have started another day of burning money that should be used
to address social ills
Happening more and more! Can't rest due to cancer treatments!
Has been passing overhead back and forth in the last half hour.
Horrible thundrous vibrations with occasional searing tearing higher pitched
metallic sounds. Sound like the world is exploding at times. Such a peaceful
environment for work and there's a school next door.... Oak Harbor 1pm
but going on since 9am
I have heard these military jets flying over us as late as 1 a.m.! Seems more
frequent lately. Intend to report every time i hear one. I don't understand

why they can't fly in Idaho where they used to. this kind of noise hurts us
and wildlife.
I scheduled a job interview for the morning of Nov 24th in order to avoid Jet
noise (on the schedule for LATE AFTER-noon). The interview was disrupted
by loud jets the entire time. May cause me to not get a job I am qualified for
/lose income.
inexcusable.
Insane peace wrecking, concentration wrecking noise- tearing up the skies
and vibrating the concrete floor. Oak Harbor- absolutely horrible place to
try to work. 8:30 am
It’s hard to keep coming up with new comments to describe the same old
offense.
"It's so extremely difficult to resist cursing at you for the harm and the
damage you do.
Shame on you for not caring enough to work respectfully toward a
solution."
Jets flying low overhead are scaring kids and making it very difficult to work
on homework.
Jets screaming directly overhead, circling around again and again. Very loud,
extremely unpleasant. DREADFUL NOISE.
knock it off!
Leave us alone. We want our peace and quiet back.
Loud jet over my home. Distracting and irritating.
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Low fly overs over house and kids were outside and reported their ears
ringing.
Over the top of orcas island low altitude
Really load and offensive level of noise coming from Grower OLF practice.

Under attack. Didn't know I had purchased under their flight path. Wait the
Navy has no flight paths they just ho wherever they want. Stop The
insanity!
VERY loud and multiple passes overhead. Very disruptive!

RIDICULOUSLY LOUD LOUD LOW LOW GROWLER!!!!!

Very loud making it difficult to hear within home. There was more than just
engine noise.

Rumble and disrupted activity.

Very loud right over my house!!!

S Lopez, 24 Nov 20, Tue: 3 Hours of ROARING: 10:45am - 1:57pm. When
we hoped the Navy was done - another FINAL BLAST at 9:54pm.

VERY LOW LOAD GROWLER OVERHEAD!!! The NOISE frightened my
Grandson. The noise is still going minutes later. It sounds like a
squadron!!!!

Several extremely low, loud direct flyovers
Severe noise throughout the evening

What's going on today? This is the 5th time that the jets have done a fly
over my home. I need to report each time.

Stop flying over or near the islands. It's incredibly disruptive and spooks the
horses.

Is this our holiday greeting? Don't bother!

STOP FLYING YOUR DAMN JETS OVER LOPEZ ISLAND!! WE NEVER AGREED
TO ALLOW YOU TO RUIN OUR HEALTH AND OUR PEACEFUL LIVES WITH
YOUR VAST NOISE POLLUTION!! LEAVE LOPEZ ALONE!!
Stop the madness!!!
such a violation, disruption, anxiety producer and dismissal of human
values!
Take cover! No clue that these are winter breeding grounds for birds. Navy
has no right to buzz Lopez
Today is one of the LOUDEST DAYS IN MEMORY with many jets flying low
and fast over my home.This NOISE IS UNSETTLING!

No flights were listed today
I did not call in this time. The noise went on for some time, maybe 15
minutes, so guessing it was a growler.
Long, noisy, drawn out rumbling.
Really? On a Saturday?
Another disruption of a peaceful evening. So tired of this.
Multiple passes of low rumbling heard while working from inside.
Repetitive all morning
"Three growlers in violation of so much I wouldn't know where to begin.
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Shame on you."

Rattling the windows, scaring the dogs. What the hell is going on?

After a relatively benign morning, the shrieking warplanes are making it
difficult to concentrate. Trying to work- and concentrate (and failing) in Oak
Harbor office- mid day. Right by a school- how can kids concentrate?

Ridiculously loud, thought I was back in FLA watching the space shuttle.

Constant rumble. Ruining a beautiful almost full moon rising.

Roaring on and off throughout the day. HORRIBLE NOISE. HORRIBLE
DREADFUL DISTURBING UNHEALTHY NOISE.

Disrupted work from home meeting
Extremely LOUD rumble, roar, screaming jets from 9 am until past 2 pm, one
of the worst days ever. Heard it all day long in Port Townsend, made any
outdoor activity unbearable, most folks hid in their houses for hours. Shook
houses in Victoria BC.

Right over town.

Sounded like it was going to crash on us. Excruciatingly loud.
Stop flying over Lopez Island- can not hear people talking.
The jets are flying really low. It's causing anxiety and I'm not able to read or
watch tv. Also my pets are anxious from it too.

Good morning growlers. Thanks for another noisy morning.

Very loud

Growlers flying out over Saratoga passage tonight making a lot of noise and
disturbing the peace. Also - multiple P3 Orion planes today which is really
not a problem as they are much quieter and flying higher and slower.

Yet again after a day of disrupted concentration at work in Oak Harbor- the
stress follows me home. Peaceful skies wrecked now by navy F-18s
shredding it up and shaking us to the bones. 7:30 pm Anacortes. Abuse.

Loud and rumble inside my house with windows closed

A beautiful morning shattered by jet noise. DREADFUL TERRIBLE JET NOISE.

loud but no vibs

A large part of the week we have been 'entertained' by our rude neighbors
to the south. People are stuck in our homes and the Navy continues to
intrude into what has already become a stressful situation.

loud, no vibs
Our intent was to do some bird watching, but the noise from the Growlers
was so unpleasant, we canceled.
"Rather horrific- world ending sounds of metallic screaming/roaring outside
in the dark. Awful, threatening, anxiety provoking noise- permeating the
night sky.
Oak Harbor- interrupted business conversations on the phone. 5:15pm"

Airplane noise on and off all day. Sounds like I'm at the cell phone waiting
lot at seatac, when in reality I'm on the south side of SJI. :(
All morning.
"Awful noise, loud and dostracting. Started at 8 am and continued at
interval until evening.
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Worst day ever"

Go fly somewhere else!

Awful rumbling roaring, sometimes deeply shaking the bones of this house.
Sounds like a far off war to the south. Sickening abuse of western
Washington civilians. Anacortes. 8pm.

Growler bass rumble all afternoon, still happening 6 PM. I hardly ever get a
headache, but I definitely have a tension headache after this relentless
torture. No matter how important the Growler training is, it's not worth
torturing humans.

Beginning at 8:30 AM and on through the afternoon, disruptive houseshaking barrages of deafening noise from FCLP's at Ault Field. Items on
shelves rattle, and low frequency waves penetrate our bodies. The Navy is
hurting our health and well-being!

Growlers still making a nuisance
How about some peace and quiet!

Birding in the Skagit and Samish flats. Jets were loud and disruptive for
hours. Can’t believe this doesn’t effect the wintering flocks of snow geese,
swans, and other birds.

HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! First of
9 flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet
interrupted my research work.

Can't hear work webinar because of the noise.

HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! Nine
flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet interrupted
my research work.

"Constant Growler noise all day from 8:30 AM and it is now 3:41 PM. Very
unnerving!!!!!
Can't sleep to rest because of cancer treatments!"

I will complain every fifteen minutes until there is nothing to complain
about

Continual off and on noise since 8:15 am - now 10:15 am

In my home TV on. I have to raise the volume. Not acceptable.

Couldn’t communicate on phone

Incessant roar and rumble.

Doe Bay Orcas Island

It is especially bad today!

Difficult to work(from home) when windows are vibrating from jets circling
overhead.

It's a beautiful evening and the noise is ruining it. Even inside our well
insulated house.

Endless roar and shaking house. STOP!

Jets have been very loud all day, both when outside and sitting inside. They
are making it hard to listen to TV and radio this evening.

Engine run ups this evening
F*** em
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Level of noise and vibration is making any work impossible this morning. I
hope they stop soon. Ear protection doesn’t help if the house is shaking.
Literally rumbling my wall. Trying to work from home. This is terrible. Going
on Day 2.
Loud & persistent.
Loud Growler take-offs between 8:30 AM and 9AM. Cannot rest, Still going
on at 10:35AM. China Lake is a better place for this aircraft.
Loud rumbling started before 8 am. It has been going on all day so far (it is
now 5:30 pm). Too loud to converse while sitting outside. There have also
been intermittent fly-overs. One more (completely unnecessary) major
stressor at a stressful time.
Low and right over our rooftop. Going to be a loud evening of FCLPs at OLF.
Multiple passes, each progressively lasting longer. One pass is easily dealt
with. Multiple passes becomes annoyingly disruptive.
Multiple passes. Interrupted work concentration.
Next session of FCLPs at OLF starting. Flying right over our house tonight.
Walls shake and windows rattle. Really don't need this extra stress during
the pandemic!
Noise came from east and south
Noise came from southeast direction.
Noise interrupted conversation. Had to wait for noise to lessen.
Noise since 4:30 today, ongoing. Continuing now....

Obnoxious, disruptive, anxiety inducing, unnecessary . . . can't focus, need
to work, dog upset . . . thinking about the marine animals and how they
must be suffering.
Oh so loud, my head aches.
Ongoing ominous rumbling this afternoon. Definitely affecting the family
mood.
Quiet morning on the beach. Birds singing, growlers drowning out the bliss.
Really bothersome. Interrupting my work.
REALLY terrible!
Roaring has gone on almost all day. The roaring is so loud and disruptive, we
can't enjoy a quiet indoor conversation. Yesterday the roaring continued
beyond bedtime.
S Lopez, 2 Dec 2020, Wed: Roaring went from 8:21am to 9pm. Only a few
breaks. A 12 hour day of vibrating windows, counter tops shaking, feeling
the noise pressure in our bodies. Decibels ranged from 74 - 89.7 in the
house - 10+dec . outside.
Sh**birds
Sounded similar to when I'm in an airplane and it's taking off. Several times
over the course of the past hour or so. Sometimes enough to cause glasses
to shake in the house.
STOP ABUSING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND WITH YOUR DAMN GROWLER JETS!!
MY EARS RING FOR HOURS AFTER YOU FLY OVERHEAD!!! YOU ARE
PURPOSELY DAMAGING MY HEARING!! LEAVE LOPEZ ISLAND ALONE!!
Stop it
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Stop. Just stop. It's been all day, and now it's a nonstop rumble. It's horrible.
Just stop.
The amount of noise from Growlers at this park causes me to consider not
returning to camp there.
The Growlers have been going solid for about 14 hours. Unprecedented
where I live. Moves my guts. I'm anxious. This is so instinctively terrible.
Torture.
The windows are rattling, the roar sounds like an erupting volcano. There
has to be a way to make these planes quieter.
Things in the entire house are vibrating unpon takeoffs. Lasts such a long
time. After hearing hours and hours of it my nerves are fried.
This is ruining my day.
This is the first of at least 3 days this week that jets have been flying all day.
On this day, they flew continuously from 8am to 8pm. Our house shook,
windows rattled, and we had to pause conversation. Louder than heavy
machinery being used outsid

Woken from attempt to get to sleep early. 9:15 pm extremely loud
overflight. I have to go to work very early. Not healthy to always disrupt
sleep. Anacortes
You guys really know how to ruin a morning. Be quiet.
12:17 PM, particularly loud and long. Have the Growlers been of any use
recently in any military operations? Are they not an instrument of the
previous wars? It seems they've been deployed mostly against Americans in
WA.
8:30 pm- now 3 hours of awful roaring echoing up from the south- terrible
lack of peace and ability to rest and recover from days work since I got
home. Awful Anacortes- navy abuse
Again?? Early morning quiet gone.
All day, two days in a row.
All morning again. Just like yesterday. This used to be a peaceful place. I
hope WA state sues you til you have to scrap that stupid plane just to pay
your lawyer fees.

trying to work....

All morning. Again.

unprecedented disruption!

"all morning. criminal.

VERY LOUD AND FEELING VIBRATIONS

Another day of constant roar of growlers. But today we also smell jet fuel. I
am sure it doesnt harm humans though, Haha.

Very loud-- definitely flying too low this evening. I would say they need to
practice more, but maybe a little more time in the simulator first before
they start pestering the neighbors...
What are they hovering over the town?!

Awful sinister rumbling deeply shaking thunder from the south- nightly navy
abuse of western Washington. Anacortes. 6:45pm
Constant low rumble heard over my white noise machine and ear plugs
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Could not hear customers on phone
Disrupting medical zoom meeting with doctor.

Incredible, AGAIN! I love working from home, but not days like this. The
sound and vibrations are insane. I don't understand. This is awful.

Disruptive noise for most of the day. Still a full roar at 6:30 pm as we try to
talk over dinner.

Jet noise woke me up. Much louder and intrusive today. My wife just spent
five days in the ICU at Island Hospital. She’s recovering at home, but
Growler noise makes that hard.

Flew very low and directly over the house and we are on Camano. No need
to do this.

Jets buzzing the houses about once a minute. Low just over trees.

For the last couple of days the low heavy rumble has been an ongoing
intermittent occurrence here in the Gordon Head neighborhood of Victoria,
BC, Canada. That's right, we regularly hear the rumble over here in Victoria!
Groaning, shaking terrible thunder. Sounds like the world is exploding to
the south- navy tearing up the night skies. Anacortes. 7:35pm
Had to stop working it was incredibly loud, and my office was shaking and
vibrating. I could feel it in my desk. Ugh. I hate this constant low loud
rumbling noise.
Heard big airplanes on and off all day yesterday, into the night. As of 8am
this morning, they're going again. :(
I am in a highly insulated home in the middle of the island. My body is
vibrating, my ears are throbbing, and I feel like some kind of pointed
vibration rumble machine is penetrating my very body AFTER penetrating
my home. It's more than sound.
I am writing at 12:30 PM and have had my morning disrupted by severe
Growler noise since 8:15 AM. We live on the south end of Lopez on top of
Pavey hill and my office shakes with magnitude of the tortuous noise from
the FCLPs. I cannot concentrate!

"Not sure why at times ""other military aircraft"" is offered as a choice.
Loud and prolonged. Couldn’t work outside. Worn down by all the noise
yesterday
Loud rumbling has been going on at 15-20 min intervals since just after 8
AM (it is now 3:35 pm). Disturbing while indoors, loud and disruptive while
outdoors.
"Most of the day yesterday, and most of the morning (so far) today.
Unsettling deep sounds that penetrate my thick-walled house, heater fan,
and other everyday noises. "
Over two hours of noise.
Really making life difficult with all the noise. They really need to come up
with solution to reduce the levels.
Roaring growlers. The vibration is enough to feel throughout my entire
body, rattling my bones. We all feel this and it is HORRIBLE. The noise is
equally horrible. It is SHAMEFUL to expose residents to this level of noise
and disruption.
S Lopez, 3 Dec 2020, Thur: Another hideous noise day starting at 8:15am ending 7:24pm. 65 - 84.8 decibels in the house. 11 hours of ROARING! This
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is making us crazy - no place to get away. Tried walking with Bose
headphones - still too loud.
Second of 3 days of constant noise and disruption. House and light fixtures
vibrating, windows rattling, and had to stop phone conversations due to
noise. At one point saw 4 jets flying in tight formation directly in front of the
house.

This has been happening all morning long.
This is the worst it's been. It's nonstop, all day, for two days now. It didn't
stop until after ten last night.

Seems to going on all day. Very agitating——-

We visited Rosario Beach State Park. Gorgeous location that would have
been so peaceful and enjoyable if the jets didn’t make it absolutely
unbearable. We were literally driven out of the park by the noise within
moments of arrival.

So loud that couldn’t do a telemedicine visit. Sooo unsafe with the jets and
which houses they are going to fly over.

we're starting what appears possibly another day of constant growler
rumbling. this is really torturous.

Still at it.

What is Engine run up and why for hours and hours a ROAR AND RUMBLE
that makes me think I am living in a war zone.........

Still vibrating through my house.
STOP ABUSING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND!! YOUR DAMN JETS MAKE
EVERYTHING INSIDE ME VIBRATE WITH YOUR ROARING GROWLERS NEAR
BY!! STOP TORTURING US FOR YOUR OWN SADISTIC AMUSEMENT!! LEAVE
LOPEZ ISLAND ALONE!! STOP TORTURING US LOPEZIANS WITH
HORRENDOUS NOISE!
STOP TORTURING LOPEZIANS WITH YOUR DAMN GROWLERS!! EVERYTHING
LOOSE IS SHAKING IN MY HOME AND MY EARS ARE RINGING. STOP
TREATING US LIKE THE ENEMY IN YOUR DAMN WAR GAMES!! YOU ARE
DESTROYING OUR PEACE AND OUR HEALTH!!
The growlers have been roaring all day. They roared yesterday until after
bedtime. The roaring causes the house to shake. The noise and vibration are
horrible and destructive. HORRIBLE.
The jet noise was so loud it woke my children up. It has also been constantly
all day so far.

woken up nearly every morning by this. miserable.
113 dBA on my phone app. Loud as hell!
1258-1300 and longer. Intermittent rumble and vibration from ESE.
3 going on 4 days now. About 1 per hour.
30 minutes of noise
all morning, into the afternoon, and will likely disrupt my work-related
meeting. The unrelenting noise is having a negative effect on my ability to
conduct business, tourism, peace of mind.
"Another beautiful winter day, ruined by Growlers at OLF tearing apart the
peacedul skies with their obnoxious loud noise. We are supposed to stay
home because of the pandemic, and then were subjected to Growler flights
every day this week.
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Another day of background rumbling.
Another day of obnoxious noise that we shouldn't have to endure. I'm
trying to work here . . .
Consistent loud rumbling. Beautiful day and would not go on a walk in parks
because us was so loud.
F*** off
Happening several times in the hour for about 15 seconds. Has gotten worse
recently and is quite annoying during exam week.
Hard to concentrate on schoolwork
I don't live near a navy base and wouldn't have moved near one. Somehow,
you've moved near me?
I don't live near a navy base and wouldn't have moved near one. Somehow,
you've moved near me?
I'm on Orcas Island. These jets have been flying intermittently and
continually for 2 days!!! Can't figure out how to use your map.
In my house loud and disruptive. I need to out on music to drown it out.
It's hard to imagine how such a beautiful day in the Pacific NW can be
ruined, but the noise and vibration from the growlers ruin day after day
after day in the Pacific NW. The noise is terrible. It is unhealthy. It is
shattering.
I've got nothing better to do than submit complaints all day long. Keep it up,
assholes.

May we have no relief from the stress these jet operatons cause. I've
traveled from Bellingham to Marrowstone, looking for quiet. None can be
found. F***ing infuriating and stressful.
Nice sunny winter day but jet noise is ruining it. They really need to reduce
level of noise on the F18 Growler. It is really at objectionable levels.
Commercial planes are not bad so think the technology exists to fix this.
On going for30 minutes
Orcas Island
Port Townsend, fort Worden area- so disruptive and disturbing!
S Lopez, 4 Dec 2020, Fri: Thank goodness it's Fri - this torture will be over
soon. . . hopefully. Growlers are over the top LOUD and should NEVER be
flying over homes. We are forced to live on Navy time and endure day after
day after day of ROARS
Since 9:30 am this morning. Life and working from home is a struggle due to
the constant interruption/stress of jet noise.
So loud that it penetrates noise canceling headphones as if they are not
being worn at all.
Stop it
"STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND WITH YOUR REPEATED LOUD
NOISES OF PASS AFTER PASS OF GROWLER JETS OVERHEAD!!!
DAMN YOU FOR DISREGARDING THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF THAT ROARING
ON US LOPEZIANS!! MY EARS RING FOR HOURS AFTER YOUR JETS ROAR
NEAR LOPEZ!
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The aircraft banks and applies thrust about 400 feet directly above our
home (Rhodena Beach area), they do this over and over again. The volume
is louder than a human can withstand.
The government tells us the only place we can gather is outdoors, and then
flies planes over so we can't hear ourselves. And f*** your black helicopter,
too.
The house is shaking from the distant roaring. The noise and vibration are
extremely disturbing, as if being shaken from the inside. The noise and
vibration are inescapable, a truly dreadful experience.

S Lopez, 5 Dec 2020, Sat: 2pm and 2:04 pm - The CRASHING ROARS begin
again on a Saturday! Lopez Island hears EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENS AT
AULT. Larsen and Murray brought them here and should now be taking
action to move the Growlers.
Decatur Island, Sunday night at 530 and growlers SCREAMING and YELLING
in the environment. Just pleasant.
Really.... Sunday. Is there any day they give us a break now?
43 loud grower flights. 9:08, 9:15, 9:17, 9:35, 9:42,
9:50,10:10,10:17,6unrecorded, 10:34

Third day of all day and into the night jet noise. There has got to be a place
other than this fragile environment for jets to fly for 12 hours at a time!!!
We have lived on Lopez for years and never complained, but this week was
horrible!

11:00,1:43,11:48,1:15,1:18,1:20,1:25,1:26,1:32,1:37,1:51,2:03,2:05,2:07,2:12
,2:15,2:17,

This has been happening all morning long, and also last night. This is my first
opportunity to post.

2:51,3:24,3:26,3:27 3:36,3:37"

This went on for hours.
VERY loud touchdown noise this morning; hear it through noise canceling
headphones set on maximum. Going on for hours and driving everyone
inside on a sunny day.
"VIBRATED THE SHIT OUT OF MY BODY. STOP IT PLEASE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
EMF CRAP IS KILLING PEOPLE AND THEY HAVE NO CLUE WHY THEY ARE
DYING OF CANCER OR HEART ATTACKS. MURDEROUS "
Wow, so loud and disturbing and vibrations in the house. I hate this so
much. It's jarring.
It is Saturday there are supposed to be be no flights

2:18,2:20,2:22,2:23,2:25,2:27 2:30

Again, all day rumbling in the skies
Another day of disturbing and disruptive noise and rattle. The dog is upset,
I'm upset, the usual awful impact on our fragile ecosystem . . .
Another double flyover directly overhead
Awful deep thunder keeps shaking my house. Some vacation/staycation.
Anacortes. 3:30pm
Can feel the vibrations in my chest while indoors as they circle over our
property.
Daily harassment by the growlers, the noisiest jets in the world. Makes the
pandemic much more difficult to handle.
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Dbl formation flyover
Decatur Island loud growlers overhead. Guess this will go on all day into the
evening. Noise started befoe 9am and will go another 12 hours as usual.

Low-altitude FCLP was continuous for 45 minutes and atmospheric
conditions made the noise pollution feel like acoustic assault.
Multiple jets making a lot of noise.

"Direct flyover

Ongoing continuing engine noise from ault

Earsplitting

Overheard in beautiful Washington Park- Anacortes: "What IS THAT???"
That is/was the daily navy battering of western Washington- deep
thunder/explosion sounds echoing from the south- felt in the bones that
low frequency thunder. 12:45pm. Horrible

Engine noise from Ault still continuing "
Ear pain with continuing ault engines

Fly over eastern wa

Pandemic turned planned travel out of state into a staycation- maybe covid
out of state might be preferable to listening to this thundering battering
sounds from the South- navy abuse. Anacortes for the last 1.5 hours since I
returned from shopping

F*** em

Quite loud, house rattling

Good morning Whidbey. Thanks for the irritating noise this morning.

Rattling furniture

Growlers have roared much of the day. Research published in the Journal of
Marine Science and Engineering emphasizes the effects of this noise on
orcas, even at depths of 100' . The noise is inescapable and devastating to
all animals, incl humans.

Roaring jets all morning. noise and vibration accompanied by percussive
sensation, almost a sonic boom. It is insane to allow this sort of noise near
populated areas. Current research shows clearly the damage noise pollution
causes living creatures.

Horrific shaking thunder- hitting my house from the south. Awful
Anacortes. 6pm. Navy nightly battery of western Washington continues.

Run up blasts all day . Some of the loudest. Plus direct flyovers with 2
planes. No peace all day

I though the deer were used to the growlers. Two deer were in the
backyard eating, both bolted, one of them ran off the cliff.

S Lopez, 7 Dec 2020, Mon: Another 10 hour day of ROARING. 8:53AM 7:45PM. This noise is SO BAD and so disruptive of our lives - there are no
words except "4 letter ones" that begin to describe the utter fury of this
intrusion.

Ears are vibrating from the noise of the growlers. Hard to pay attention to
anything that I’m trying to read.

I woke up to this. It's been all morning so far.

Single flyover
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Some of the loudest run up blasts ever. The entire house- windows,
furniture shaking. Noise inside house drowns out kids on line class

What am supposed to do, hop in my car and drive away from my own home
every time the growlers decide to start flying?

Spent all of last week living with horrible jet noise. Now on Monday it
begins again. The schedule says there won't be any flights today.

Constant extremely loud engine runups from Ault plus numerous direct
flyovers

The gov has a work from home order and it is hard to work in our homes
with the jets flying ] closely to the house. noise cancelling headphones are
being overpowered. Why not keep them all the jets at the other field.

"Continuous engine run up noise in addition to extreme disruption from
flyovers.

The loud and vibrational Growler flights happened all day. Too numerous to
report individually. I am a gardener who works outside, and I enjoy
tranquility and peacefulness. Today was not tranquil and peaceful.
There weren’t supposed to be any flying today and they change the
schedule last minute. My house it literally rumbling and it’s a newer home
with double insulation. This needs to stop
Thinks are rattling noisily in our house
Threatening sounds like an earthquake or avalanche with the same deep
low frequency shaking- emanate from the south. Humans instinctively go
on high alert with these sounds. Chronic stress causes illness. Anacortes.
8pm
Unbearably loud and this is the 5th week in a row without a week that went
by without low flying jets. It is super windy outside and they are flying over
our houses. This doesn't seem safe at all.
"Very loud and low flying constantly. Kids are struggling with their remote
class which is just at the tail end of their last lesson. Having a lot of issue to
listen to the teachers and talk to the class.

The interruptions are too constant to log even a small fraction of the noise
and vibration events"
HUGE noise pollution from Growlers - all afternoon! It's an air raid! Second
of 9 flights over my house today! Hideous navy noise pollution. Jet
interrupted my research work.
Loud, enveloping, endless. Sometimes we can't tell the difference bwt jet
noise and our central heating system,
Repeated flifhts
S Lopez, 8 Dec 2020, Tue: 8:53am - 10:02 - Steady SCREAMING ROARS finally quiet at 1:05pm. Every hour of flight uses 1300+ gallons of toxic fuel
and emits 12.5 metric tonnes of CO2 polluting our air and homes.
Enough!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Scarring the soundscape!
Stop!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Utterly, pathetic.
Very loud
Very loud over business
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Yesterday (Monday) again the jet noise was on and off all day, and today it's
started as well. This following several days last week. Please stop!

Sounded like I was in a war zone for over 45 minutes.

All day flying one after the other ruining another day. They need to solve
the noise problem with these jets.

The leadership within the Navy who condone this behavior must be
replaced with those who understand the situation well enough to lead into
an acceptable new scenario.

almost every morning around this time. These jets are messengers from
hell. No regard for human life.

Trying to work and do meetings and can’t hear people and have to stop
talking as the jets pass

"An absolute and entirely unnecessary assault. This is our Navy doing the
assaulting!

Why can’t the Navy use a quieter jet for its activities????

F*** off
Jet noise heard clearly sometimes loudly from inside home.8:44, 9:16, 9:19,
9:37, 9:50, 10:08, 10:33, 11:11, 11:25, 12:53, 1:11. Live miles from the
military base. I hear them longer and louder from outside. Something
should be done.

All day long. I've contacted every elected official I can think of, and will
continue to do so. If the navy thinks it can do whatever it likes without
civilians causing quite a bit of inconvenience (at the very least), then it's
mistaken.
All morning, all day, all evening. Stop.
All. Morning. Long.

"No scheduled practices. Have heard jets clearly from inside my home
pretty much nonstop today flying in and out of OakHarbor.

"AlLL DAY WITHOUT SURCEASE

My home is 12 miles away from Oak Harbor - did not buy home in Oak
Harbor because I didnt want the constant noise. "

the unending VERY loud engine noise from Ault AND the flyovers is very
upsetting. I’m very cranky and feel like crying. It is all just too much"

Now we know that mammals such as orca, can be affected by these
screeching airplanes as deep as 100 feet underwater. Besides the disruption
above ground, it is also making the ocean and her creatures ill. These flights
over us need to stop.

Another day where my work and well being are messed with the deep,
unsettling rumble of the sky beasts.

"Painfully loud. Since when is it not a crime to assault people and the
environment? And by
our own military? Let's get real.

"Ault engine runups are vibrating my body and causing ear pain
Thus has been ongoing this morning "
Besides hearing growlers the entire day, jets are now screaming around
overhead. The noise is intolerable, extreme and disturbing. It is absolutely
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WRONG to allow this. THIS NOISE MUST NOT BE ALLOWED, IT IS WRONG TO
INFLICT THIS NOISE ON OUR AREA.
Consistent noise all day. Very bothersome.
Couldn’t hear the tv
Couldn’t hear tv
Deafening fly over at 5:45 PM. It's been going on since 8:30 this morning.
Too many fly over to count--louder than normal rumbling in the house. 25+
flights here, on our walk at Watmough. The Navy is incredibly unresponsive.
Just hate constant noise.
Difficult to hear tv
Disrupted dinner conversation

FLYING SO LOW!!!! WHY????? Can't carry on a conversation, rattle
windows, it's like they slow down over the house, are flying just above the
treetops! took them a long time to go away. geez louise!!! Arrrrgh!
From early on, off and on rumbling. More 'sounds of fear' from our
inconsiderate neighbor to the south.
GOD DAMN YOU ALL!!! STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND WITH YOUR
DAMN NOISE POLLUTING JETS SCREAMING OVERHEAD ALL DAY WITH
SOUND SO LOUD IT HURTS MY EARS INSIDE A VERY WELL INSULATED
BUILDI.NG!! MY EARS HAVE BEEN RINGING THE WHOLE DAY BECAUSE OF
YOU!
Growlers have roared the entire day, overwhelming all other sounds. The
noise is dreadful and unhealthy. DREADFUL NOISE.

Disturbing low jet right at kids bedtime! We are not the enemy!!!

Heard again tonight. Pass by can be heard across the water. Briefly drowned
out music on radio. Very disruptive.

Doe Bay Orcas Island

i hope someone murders your children, pilots.

Doe Bay Orcas Island

I was breastfeeding my son and the growler was so loud that it scared him
and he stopped feeding and started crying.

Engine Run up blasts. All morning. Interrupting business meetings
"Experiencing Several Hideously loud and vibratory engine runups now and
previously this am from Ault
All internal organs: heart, lungs etc experiencing deep painful shaking
This should not be allowed
It feels like it’s coming up from bedrock"
Extremely loud jets at an inappropriate time of night

Incessant roar all day most every day these days. They do not care what
they are doing to civilians.
It's fair to say that for every one report I submit, there are five more
instances I don't have time to file. This is intolerable.
Just loud enough to break my concentration as I try to write.
Loud noise almost continuously for the last 15 minutes. Had to switch to
headphones so I could hear people in a meeting.
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Must work outside with ear protection to prevent damage to ears from
constant growler decibel level. Everyday this happens now.

"super loud
disrupted our having a conversation inside our home.

My office is rumbling when the jets take off. Things vibrate inside and I can
feel the vibrations in my desk and feet.

so loud that we could not talk"

Nearly constant loud rumble; the vibrations are shaking my house. Very
disruptive.

Terrible noise and vibration from growlers for much of the day. Causes pain
to inner ears. Also painful, disruptive sensation, like being shaken but on
the inside. HORRIBLE AND UNHEALTHY.

Now nearing bedtime, jets are still roaring, the noise overwhelming all
other sounds even while we sit inside trying to drown out the horrible jet
noise. Noise from jets has persisted all day today, at times overhead. Deeply
disruptive & disturbing.

That’s a long day of nasty noise from the growlers. Thanks got through
irritation.

Now starting over the house at 9pm at night

The noise was so loud that it frightened animals.

"off and on today

The time function on this page is meaningless. The rumble has been almost
constant, all morning long. It's now 12:35pm. If I logged every instance it's
all I would be doing. It scares my kids and my animals. It's loud and
disruptive.

Run-ups going on and on. Rattling the dishes. Vibrating my insides. Making
conversation, even thinking, difficult. God, I hate these guys. Land for
what??????
S Lopez, 10 Dec 2020, Thur: No FCLP's scheduled and yet Lopez had an 11
hour day of noise. A few breaks, lots of Screaming overflights. Decibels
ranging from 63.5 - 85 inside the house. We are forced to live in a War
Training Zone. It's awful.
Shaking terrible thunder for about 2 minutes disrupting the peace at Rasar
State Park along the Skagit River- thankfully just “passing through”. 11:30
am
Still rumbling.
Still with the vibrations bouncing off my floors and walls. Trying to read,not
much luck. How do the school kids study?

The navy is trying to drive us from our homes

This constant disruption is ruining my otherwise peaceful life.
tortured all morning sleepless in bed then tortured all afternoon outside
here. all pilots deserve to burn in hell for dedicating their worthless lives to
the destruction of quiet spaces. real freedom is a safe place to read sleep
and think. F*** you
Trying to read. Ears popping with the thundering growlers. Thanks a lot.
UGH. Sure wish I could work without constantly being interrupted.
Uncomfortable noise levels all day long. Very distracting
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We BEG you, please, please, please stop to inflicting bodily torture on us.
The unending engine noise from Ault and the flyovers are intolerable!
After roaring most of the week, often into the night, jets have already been
roaring for hours this morning. The noise is horrible, the sensation is
dreadful, the noise overwhelms ALL meaningful sound in the environment,
affecting every living being.
i was up until 4am because of yesterday's trauma and now it is happening
again

3rd LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD!
ANOTHER GROWLER OVERHEAD
"ANOTHER LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD!!!
We are not the enemy but it feels like war."
Can not hear my wife eight feet away.
Extremely loud flyover going south over Port Townsend

It also disrupted activities, like dinner conversation.

F. U. C. K. Em

S Lopez, 11 Dec. 2020, Fri: 8:21 am - 9:25am, Constant low ROAR.

Flyover - louder than heck!

Screaming overhead south Lopez

F*** em

Second low loud distracting GROWLER this day

F*** em

Very loud all morning with multiple flights disturbing the peace.

Go way - someplace further out where you don't deafen your own kids with
your playtime! Kill whales! Get hated every day.

Walking in the winter quiet of Fort Flagler when noticed the beginnings of
the noise. Could no longer hear the little birds chirping as the incessant
growling drowned out all subtle noises, as well as dispelled the quiet
contemplation of my walk.
Doe Bay Orcas Island
Healthy, peaceful walk in Washington Park disrupted by loud shaking
thunder 9am on a SUNDAY. Anacortes
Peace wrecking- house rumbling thunder 1:40 pm on a SUNDAY. Anacortes
S Lopez, 13 Dec 2020, Sun: 8:56am 75 - 80 decibels in the house on a
Sunday.

"GROWLERS OVER MY HOME!!!!
My grandson is afraid of them and runs to me in distress!"
I can do this all week.
Loud rumble and vibration
Noise pollution, air pollution, wasted resources, and citizen annoyance.
Sounds like a lose lose lose lose. Kind of like Donald Trump.
On-going overflights. There have been loud overflights mixed with deep
vibration and rumbling almost daily for many hours per day for the past
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several weeks. Very disruptive and stressful. Is this Trump's last bout of
saber rattling???? Insane.
Pair of jets
Planes flying all day. The noise is stressful and exhausting
S Lopez, 14 Dec 2020, Mon: 12noon - 8pm ROARING all day with a few
breaks, 65 - 70 decibels inside, 75 - 80 outside. Our homes are not havens of
rest - we are blanketed with SHRIEKING, ROARING JETS. Our legislators
should be forced to live with this
Several times a flyover. Stopped conversation.
The flyovers have been numerous today. This one was very loud. Even the
birds scattered.
This is the second time today to disrupt activity because the sound of the
Growlers is so disturbing that we stop everything as we try to figure out
what exactly is happening. It is deafening.

"Dear US Navy,
Disrupts my ability to concentrate for my work
Growlers have been flying most of the day creating moderate to very loud
to extremely loud - disrupting activities.
Hard to enjoy Christmas activities with This noise.
I can’t even talk to someone in my own home because I cannot hear them.
It’s simply too loud. And no, I didn’t sign anything, neither did my moms or
my grandfather.
In my home watching TV. I need to raise the volume. I can still feel the
vibration and hear the jets
It is my dinner time in this silence of the islands. What I heard was such a
disruption to my quiet evening.
Jets flying right over the house. About one every minute.

Three jets so far today heard in Port Townsend.

Map "Device Location" not working... but this post is for Teronda West.

Three loud flyovers between 12 and 12:30 in Port Townsend.

Much too loud. I should not be able to hear this in my well-insulated house.

Too much noise today over the San Juan’s.

NOT OKAY - CAUSING HEART PALPITATIONS - I DIE OF A HEART ATTACK AND
IT'S ON THE NAVY

Two direct flyovers
Very Loud and Unacceptable Intrusion
"An hour later.... location services still not working, but the noise report is
still from Teronda West.
Cape St Mary area, Lopez

Olympic Peninsula ... formerly one of the quietest places on the planet.
Thanks for f***ing it up, warmongers!
Our entire home is shaking. The jets are relentless.
Repeated flights. Hard to hear my customers on the phone for our business.
Yes, I am still working.
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S Lopez, 15 Dec 2020, Tue: 6:30pm, 7:05pm, 7:10pm . A quiet day until
evening. Then the Roaring begins in time for dinner. Schedule says they
may fly at OLF until Late Evening. That means noise and Roaring on Lopez
Shaking my house! Low-frequency vibration is physiologically disturbing and
unhealthy.
Still disturbingly loud inside our house. This has gone on much too long this
eveing.

Very annoying. Wished they were quieter
"Very loud fly overs and I’m in a covid vaccine meeting and can’t even
here!! Why are they flying over our housing everyday!!!!!
Read the EIS last night and navy data is totally off in terms of loudness and
disruption."

Stop th NOISE , Now. !!!

Wow really noisy and obnoxious levels coming from the Growler Jets today.
This has to stop it is way to loud to do this type of flying in this otherwise
peaceful area.

suck it

yo navy chill

That was the absolutely worst session we have ever endured since the
horrible Growlers arrived to ruin Whidbey. We feel physically ill.

Location is south end of San Juan Island. Loud extremely disruptive

The aircraft is too loud and they are flying too low. The jets fly very low
directly over my home on the cliff side, impacting me and thousands of
other people. The magnitude of the noise is more than a human can
withstand.
The entire animal kingdom, wild or domestic, above ground or in the ocean,
they are absolutely terrified when the jets fly. If you choose to hunker
down at home while they fly there is no escape. The Navy are
ENVIRONMENTAL OUTLAWS.

Wow— Very loud this evening! Did they know the SDA Zoom meeting was
tonight to disrupt??!
After hours of waxing waning roaring from the south- disturbing apocalyptic
sounds, now some closer louder aircraft. Impossible to find peace and rest.
Anacortes 9pm
All day, every day.
And again

The sounds of fascism

Another deafening night with the Growler flights. They need to find a
remote location for this kind of flying or a quiet jet.

This pattern is UNBEARABLE, especially with this many in pattern. House
vibrates & windows rattle. We deserve peace, not a war zone.

Approx 110 decibels outside, aproxx 90 in the home with windows closed.

two of them right over my house f*** you
Unable to watch television or listen to music.

Best described as acoustic assault. dBA +112
Bone-crushing!
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Bone-crushing!

Flyover for no apparent reason but to harass our town. F*** you.

"Can’t study, can’t talk, can’t read, can’t watch TV, can’t go for a walk, can’t
sleep, I can’t continue to live like this.

Flyover so loud we couldn't have a conversation.

Constantly flying over and disrupting dinner. So loud that we have
headphones while eating family dinner. This is so bad.
"Dear US Navy,
Your aircraft are flying less than 400 feet from the roof of my home. The
magnitude of the noise is more than a human can withstand. Please be
more considerate and consider choosing a different flight path."
Engine run ups non stop and direct flyovers throughout the night. Earth
shattering. Shattering lives below
Every day many times

Get your DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZIAN AIRSPACE!! YOU ARE
ABUSING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND!! Damaging our Health and our Hearing!!
STOP ABUSING LOPEZIANS!! STOP FLYING GROWLERS ANYWHERE NEAR
OUR ISLAND!!
Hours and hours of FCLPs at OLF this week. So loud in our house we can't
even think!
I thought we were about to get attacked.
I was kayaking with a friend and 3 Growlers started their practice. We had
to put in earplugs but still had at least 10 passes before we were able to
paddle back to our launch point at Snakelum Point.

Extremely loud for the yet another night again!! Flying overhead and cant
listening during my meetings. We are ordered to shelter in place but can’t
work from home!

Impossible to try to go to sleep in my own bedroom- need rest for work.
Navy roaring aircraft noise echoing across the water from the south. Awful.
Will try downstairs facing north. No peace in my own home. Anacortes
9:10 pm

Extremely loud, low and disruptive.

It was so loud my daughter cried.

Extremely loud. Shakes house.

JET NOISE!

"Extremely loud/interrupted activities.

Jets doing FCLPs at OLF. So loud that I cannot join zoom meeting by Sound
Defence Alliance on jet noise impact. Ironic isn't it?

It is difficult when working to get to my computer. I only post once a day &
sometimes less. That does not take away from the intense harm the noise
& vibration is having on me. It is so intense & exhausting!"
FCLPs still going on at OLF. Can't have a conversation, watch tv, or read. So
frustrating!

Just learned of this website after the meeting last night. Will begin noting
the decibel level that we have within our house. One evening it measured
95 decibels! No it was not pleasant. When they do fly directly over- even the
floor vibrates.
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Like it is flying right over my home, way down low. Am I being punished for
reporting?

The dishes are vibrating in my cabinets. This has been going on for hours.
There's no escape.

My hopes are that the Navy consider choosing a different flight area. I
suggest San Clemente Island in Southern California, only 70 miles out at sea
and is owned and operated by the United States Navy..

The jets are currently flying over our house for the third day in a row. Can
SOMEONE, SOMEWHERE hear the pleas of the Coupeville area and give us
some peace and QUIET.

Never ending roar and vibration these days. Everyday...

The plane flew so close to our house it made it shake.

Obnoxious noise at 7:20 pm

"The worst incident in the three years I have lived here...Every thing in the
house shook

"On Pass Lake state park trail. Rumble started at 11:03am.
Much louder at 11:30am, screaming overhead loudly
Followed by another very loud blast at 11:53am. "
"On state park trail. Noise disturbance from 11:06 am to 11:30am.
Additional report following with louder noise level"
Rarely have a day without this disruptive, horrendous noise anymore.
Ruined my walk.
S Lopez, 16 Dec 2020, Wed: Another ghastly 12 HOUR DAY OF ROARING. No
FCLPS at AULT - we have a day of nearly constant noise ending at 8:24pm.
How do we stop this insidious invasion of our homes AND the Salish Sea
AND all the marine life? HELP!
Same noise, different time.
Spend some time figuring out how to help people rather than practicing to
kill them.

They’ve been flying since 10:30 this morning. The noise is horrible!!
This has been going on for two hours now. Low rumble, to activity
disruption and occasional extreme noise.
This is in unbearable with such loudness overhead. It is raining really hard
and this seems unsafe too.
This is too loud! I can’t even hear the music in my own home as I’m
wrapping gifts. They need to stop at least for tonight, and next week; and
forever. They are flying too low. It is a war zone here.
This is TOO loud. I was driving home from OH when I saw them flying. They
are flying TOO LOW. It feels like a war zone. I couldn’t even get out to check
the mail without having having my ears popping. This needs to stop now!
This isn't the sound of freedom, it's the sound of tax dollars being wasted.
We are so tired of repeated, all day long noise. Over and over. This makes
working from home hard.
This was the loudest I have heard in 20 years living here. It is unacceptable.
Changes need to be made so it does not recurr
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Two passes extremely loud right over the house. not over the water.
very disturbing, a constant roar. I have to wear ear protection in my own
home.
WTF was that? ... one more step toward a heart attack
All day, disruptive noise overhead: morning, noon and night.
Constant
Deafening!
Downwind from acoustic energy emissions yet FCLP is disrupting normal
activity.
FCLPs at OLF continuing. Was on an important phone call when they started.
So loud that I couldn't hear the person on the other end and had to end the
call.
FCLPs continuing at OLF. Had to end another phone call due to noise. So
frustrating when you can't even carry on a phone call in your own home.
FCLPs still going on at OLF. Exhausting! In this time of Covid, there is no
place to go to escape the noise.
F*** off
F*** you
i am prepared to do this all day
i hear navy guys all have tiny penises
I wish they would STOP!!!!! Really load and disturbing practice today.

It is loud. I had to stop recording tomorrow’s lesson (i am a teacher who
teaches remotely).
Please stop!
Splitting the silence... here come the jets! Will it be another full day of
horrible noise?!
The growlers have been flying today causing us to seek refuge inside to
avoid the loud noise. it is still loud in our house. Now at 5:38 pm again a
growler passes over the house. as of this moment one at 5:33 pm and
another at 5:38 pm. Too loud!
They are so noisy we must take refuge in the house to protect our ears!
They just keep coming back
This is just harassment
trying to enjoy a peaceful evening walk
Very loud and repeated since 9am
Was watching the news and needed to adjust the volume to be able to
listen to the broadcast. I can feel by blood pressure rising as the growler
practice intensifies...
You have ruined the dinner hour. Yesterday, pattern 14 (long) clocked 101
dB on our phone dB meter. Driving today on SR 20 so painful by OLF had to
cover ears. Runway so undersized, disaster is inevitable.
you realize i wouldn't complain if this weren't an every day occurrence,
right?
45 minutes of hell.
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Another loud disruption to a peaceful day.
Deafening. Saw two 10 year olds playing in park and felt so bad for their
little ears and bodies. I had to cover my ears.

that matter. Once I recorded what I thought was loud, it got even louder
(afterburners?).

disturbed work

Very loud jet overflight as I walked to lunch at Skagit Valley Hospital, off and
on heard through the morning in clinic building through the ceiling and over
the HVAC. Noisy and disruptive. Mt Vernon, morning and mid day so far...

Disturbing loud jet

Walls and windows shaking.

Engine run ups blasts all morning

GOOD MORNING! ITS CHRISTMAS WEEK LETS START YOUR WEEKEND OFF
WITH A LITTLE JET NOISE!

I just want to have peace in my home... a place I want to call my refuge. The
Navy destroys this peace.
It was so low I could see it beneath the layer of clouds
Just felt a jet flying seeming very close overhead. The usual not caring about
how others are affected by their overwhelming presence.

Noise to southeast. Only lasted 10 seconds. It bothered me.
Right over our Mud Bay home

Loud jet in the area.

S Lopez, 19 Dec 2020, Sat: The ROARING begins on a Saturday ! We are
forced to live on Navy time. I resent the destroying the tranquility of my
home and our entire region!

LOUDEST JETS OF THE WEEK FLYING OVER!!!

Very low and loud, hidden by clouds but I assume was a growler

NO Courtesy. NO flight path. Just a Beeline home Right over Lopez. 1 Pair
and then two single jets.

85dB

S LOPEZ, 18 DEC 2020, FRI: 8:47am The ROAR begins again. Wind is
20+mph. Jet noise is deafening - louder than the blowing wind. Low
frequency vibrating everything. 9:30-10:30am Constant Screaming
Growlers. Still Roaring at 4pm. Enough!!

95dB

super loud off and on all day. not sure of exact time as I was walking in
woods and it was deafening. so much for a peaceful walk
Very gusty and loud wind, yet the F-18 that passed overhead was louder
than I have ever heard on this side of the island, or anywhere on Orcas for

95 dB

96dB
Jet flew low level right over our house at about noon in very poor visibility
rain and cloud conditions. There is no reason to be at this low level. Later
in day lots of noise to the norther again. My God please stop!!!!
Loud, rumbling and hissing. Nonstop.
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Noise pollution blasting Coupeville from the direction of Oak Harbor.

Getting blasted on a sunny winter’s day!

S Lopez, 21 Dec 2020, Mon: 12;12 PM 69.8 Decibels. A full day of FCLP's at
OLF - will Lopez be blanketed in Screaming jets too?

"HORRIBLE roaring. Why is the Navy allowed to ignore well documented,
scientific evidence that shows clearly the environmental impacts of noise on
ALL living creatures? The noise from these jets is damaging and deadly.

Second huge blast today, ear shattering.
Several fly-overs since noon that are very loud and a couple that shook our
windows.

Low rumble to south and east.
"Oh, Joy! More Growlers while I'm trying to focus on my work.

Way too loud and low!

Give it a rest, please . . . "

"Beautiful day out. Cleaning deck. Open windows to air out house.
Everything stops and closes back up when FCLPs start at OLF.

Out on a walk... here come the jets. Ear splitting and disturbing. So sick of
this invasive and disruptive noise. Where can I go for serenity? Not my
home or neighborhood?

Plus it is Christmas week. Isn't there enough stress with Covid and cancelled
gatherings with friends and family. Depressed!"
Continued loud and rumble. Goes through the house and is heard over fans,
music and TV. There is no place to relax after a long day. Very stressful.
Flying over head. We’re in the no fly zone
Just the fact that I need to report this horrible noise disrupts any activity.
Today, it's work.

Sounded like a rocket taking off
TURN OFF THE GOD DAMN EMF'S
With a Db app we recorded 107db by Admirals Cove Pool
My neighbor was being loud. I don't think it was a jet. How do we kick my
neighbor out of my neighborhood?

Loud enough to adjust the tv volume inside the house.

Ah, the sound of war. Too bad we can't the sound of peace, and tranquility.
Time to move the jets.

Loud enough to turn up the volume on TV by 50%

Intense roar and rumble from miles away to the north/northeast.

Noisy, loud, annoying. A beautiful, peaceful day shattered. Again.
Reporting noxious levels of noise pollution.

It was so nice to have Christmas free of ear shattering jet noise but today
they were flying (nothing scheduled) right over our house multiple times
and making an unbelievable amount of noise.

We’re in the no fly zone and they are directly over my house!

Loud flights at night but there were no scheduled trainings
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Out of no where, right over the house. LOUD and annoying. Had to stop
work and report here!! THIS is madness!
S Lopez, 29 Dec 2020, Mon: 6:02pm. Overflight - everything shaking. 73.9
decibels
S Lopez, 29 Dec 2020, Tue: 9:01am - 1:12pm periodic ROARING AND
BLASTING Decibels 60 - 69.8 range. At 6pm our house is shaken with a 87.1
decibel reading. So much disgust for the Navy and Legislators who do
NOTHING to protect us from the noise.

Listening to music documentary, insulated blinds in place, sweet evening,
when the living room is filled with a blast from the Growlers. Everything
stops till it passes. Very unnerving.
Peaceful holiday season- evening darkness shattered by terrible thunder
echoing up from the south. This is abuse. Anacortes- 7:40 pm
Please stop flying your aircraft over our residential community in Coupville,
WA. Your jets are too loud and no human can withstand the magnitude of
noise that they emit.

(Coupeville) 98239

Rattled house.

3rd time tonight we have heard rumble to the east. Very disturbing. Unsure
if its growler but sounds like small military fighter.

several passes

All outdoor activity: suspended
Because of growth of the local community along with its light pollution, the
Outlying Field in Coupeville is no longer an appropriate place for Navy jets
to fly.
F*** em

Sounds low and variable like military aircraft.
Strong smell of jet fuel outside after a low flyover at 1216 pm
The aircraft banks and applies thrust about 400 feet directly above our
home (Rhodena Beach area), they do this over and over again. The volume
is louder than a human can withstand

Get f*****!

Trying to work but FCLPs at OLF make it too hard to hear on phone or
concentrate on work.

Here we go again. FCLPs at OLF.

Very loud very low

"Horrible roaring, house is shaking. Disturbing and disruptive, horrible
sensation. Why is this dreadful, harmful noise is allowed? The noise and
vibration ruin the environment for every living being in the entire region.
I can feel that low rumble in my bones. Then, all of a sudden, the jets are
close and it's loud... very loud!
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